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"EBB TIDE" IN THE GLORIOUS NEW TECHNICOLOR OPENS SUNDAY FOR TWO DAYS AT THE NEW MAIM FULTON THEATRE —
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Inother, Henry. and
iiiie sister, .1a1e, all of the; city, Be
wits a member of the Eit•:.t 111ethial-
1st church lime, and lout become an
Faele Scout, the highest rank oh-
tainalile in that organiration.
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So large I ., I.,wil the IlVe,teck
1111111-by that a new stock yard has
been -ected here at a cii,:t of $20,-
000, . -I la.,1 year 116,001 head of
hogs, alves, cattle and sheep were
, aligns ti to bring the farmers $1,-
' 786,045 83. During the present
year it Is estimated that more than
$2,000,000 worth of livestock will be
shipped from Fulton, because near-
• ly a milion and • half dolars worth
were shipped during the first six
months of 1937. Aside from this
revende, the farmers have sold ap-
proximately a half million dollars
he:a lit:I:sin, whie cream and milk sold
dairy herds, and poultry and
by-produrts have brought as much
jpor more, figures indicate.
Back in 1933 bank clearings drop-
ped to $673.000, then in 1934 they
started to rise climbing steadily
until 1937 when they reached SI,-
066.000, with the Christmas holiday
.7 business yet to be added. In the
ineantimi• with deposits at $026.-
906 23 in 193 I. they increased 1-
S1.047.910 7;) in 1936, V,Illi :Jill .1
larger lei it indicated al thi , t'!“:e
of bil...,e., on December . ! 1937.
ry 1. 1934. the indehtedriess
.iti county was $599,470.56.
'as reduced to $569.363.13 at
30. 1935, for a net reduction
•0.1o5 43. During the same
.id $33 905.25 in county war-
ts arid interest and $44.535.19 in
id and bridge bonds and coupons
retired, Judge Claude L. Walker,
Hickman, stated in a recent finan-
cial report. Since 1934, the report
shows, this county has paid off
$125 891.06 in county warrants and
reduced the Marl nad bridge bond
a
indebtedness 88,200. During this
time the county has been placed on
...ash basis in conformity with a
44, .v law, with non-issuance of war-
rants, with the result that the
county's indebtedness has bten low-
ered $214,091.06.
During this same period 22 hard-
41. surfaced roads have been built in
Fulton county, with 23 others ap-
proved a id set up for construction
in 1936. A new concrete bridge
crossing Vie Illinois Central rail-
road tracks at Riceville, a suburb
of Fulton. is now under construe-
'ion at a cost of 88,000, with another
overhead bridge to be erected at
the south end of the city next year.
Material progress has been made
by the city of Fulton in the past
few years, including the refinanc-
ing of its indebtedness. A $50,00n
diesel plant is now being installed
to provide power for the city water
works and furnish current to light
the whiteway in the business dis-
tict and for municipal buildings.ke street, a principal downtown
thoroughfare, has been widened
and paved. with, paving of Fourth
street extension and Mears streets
completed. Considerable curb and
gutter work has been done on vari-
ahnis of the residential streets.
Over in South Fulton, Tenn., the
city officials have reduced their in-
debtedness from $56,000 to $42,000
Sin the past two years, retiring the
'balance of a $I1,000 school bond is-
sue. These reductions and improve-
ments. in the face of reedjustatatto
4 ,
.1, .111• . and rl 'Ili. .1111.1 1lii
G. 8. BOULTON
G IIMallow, age 74. died at his
two miles south of Fulton
Tuesday at 4:30 p m , following an
illness of several weeks. Funeral
services were conducted Wednes-
day afternoon from the Johnson
Grove church by the Rev. T. A.
Duncan, with interment following
in the church cemetery in charge
of Winstead-Jones de Cu.
Mr. Boulton is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. L. B. Allen of near
Fulton, several grandchildren, nieces
and nephews. He was born in
Smith County, Tenn., and came to
(Mann county some fifty years ago.
He had been a member of the Bap-
tist church far nearly a half cent-
ary, aid numbered his friends by
• his acquaintances. He was well
aisavn in this vivinity
S.‘NI V.
!s.,n, ..• ";-.. 33 111
.,! t3f1 eit:/.11
Ill suddenly last Saltirday at
12:311 a Ili. at his home on Holman
avenue. Funeral st•rvices were
14011(11./C1Vd Sunday morning from
the Chapel Hill church by the Rev.
Paul E. Cates, with interment fol-
!twine in the church cemetery in
charge of Hornbeak Funeral Home.
He is survived by his wife; two
sons, Sam of near Harris, and Will
who operates a grocery near the
South Fulton school: four grand-
children, Rodney, Virginia Lee and
Matha Elouse and Mrs. Sarah
Frances Cummings of Newberry,
S. C.
Mr. Holman was born and reared
on a farm in Obion county, and
was respected by a large host of
friends. He had been in ill
health for some time, but his death
came sudlenly.
following the depression, clearly
indicate the steady progress that is
being made here.
Building activities took on new
life early in 1936, with the result
that in past eighteen months ap-
proximately a $760,000 building
program has been underway.
Among the principal construction
jobs were the erection of the new
telephone exchange anl installa-
tion of a new flash-light system at
$47,000; new stock yards $20,000;
new theatre building $75,000; over-
head bridge $86,000; paving work
$18.500; addition to old factory
building $45,000, and opening of
new garment factory by Henry I.
Seigel Company; new water works
plant $25.000; construction of the
new consolidated school at Cayce
$40.000; the Sassafras Ridge school
$25,000: erection of ner business
buildings and remodeling of others
approximately $150,000; with build-
ing of new homes inside the city
and in rural section ranging up-
ward to $500,000 contractors esti-
mate. Thiring this period more than
a score of new busineases have




Followmg Is a list of advertisers
in THE NEWS this week. They will
appreciate your patronage.
Exchange Furmutre Co., Steph-
enson Grocery, Hornbeak Bakery,
Jones Auto Parts, K. Homra, Ful-
ton Bldg. & Loan Association, W.
M. Hill & Sons, Lowe's Cafe, Coca
Colt 'Sniffing Co., Pierce-Cequin,
Peeples 5-10c Store, Graham Fur-
niture Co., Bennett Electric, I. H.
Read Motor Co , Bennett Drug Store
Baldi Age's. Browder Mill, Ken-
tock. ("tilit ,e... A. C. Butts. City
I-Itt Co. landsey'o Pareaan
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Coal Co., Walker Cie:owls. James
B. Casey. Southern Bell Telephone
Cm. I. C Railroad, M F. DeMyer
Jewelers, Brady Bros., L. Kasnow,
Broken Dollar Groeery, Dotty Shop
Fry Shoe Store, Grant & Co. The
Smokehouse, The Leader Store.
YOUNG BUSINESS MEN'S
CLUB MET THIS WEEK
The regular bomonthly meeting
if the Young Business Men's Club
met at the Rainbow Room Tues-
day night. with Louis Kasnow
presiding.
Ernest Fall Jr., was named as
chairman of committee to work
with the Chamber of Commerce on
the project to clean out the Harris
Fork creek as soon as weather
will permit.
A project was proposed that the
club back a movement to get all
city streets properly designated
by signs. Livingston Read and
Bertest Pigue spoke briefly upon
the need of this step. The following
committee WSJ IIILMOd: Buck Bus- -
hart, Ward Johnson, Roper Fields
a nl James Meacham, and this
committee will work out plans to
get this project started.
Wesley Cummins, manager of
Grant & Company. will be In
charge of the program at the next .
meeting, Tuesday. December 28.
Schools To Close
Here For Holidays
The Fulton city schools will be
dismissed for the holidays on next
Wednesday. December 22, the
Board of Education decided at the
regular meeting early this week.
Teachers and students will be
able to enjoy the holidays and
visit relatives and friends at dis-
tant points
South Fahon schools will be
dismissed next Thuraday. Decem-
ber 23, and will take up agabt on •
January 3, Supt Cox stated this;week.
ItIGTOIWAI)E PASSES
1101 FULTON
A Mississippi motorcade, com-
posed of approximately twenty-
five cars, passed through Fulton--
hub of highways—at 11.15 Tues-
day ntOrning, on their trip to
herald the completion of an all-
weathe paved highway from the
Gulf ilet the Great Lakes, begin-
ning at Gulfport, Miss
Entering Fulton from Tennessee
via the State Line down Lake-at,
the motorcade passed under the
.1 ,,It• ,1111
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-len .1.). faillas, Virginia Ann
Hill. Vaititlia 11011y, ()urdir Jewell.
lary C Johasiiti, M It Paschall,
Hama Maa. ..1111, Jeall Undervosal,
Katherine halfwit). Mater' Craw.
'nil, Vs'illiain llasoll. John }low-
all :ilia Trntits.it.
All A students are: Laura. Her-
n, samara Mary aliaelle Craftan,
laurine Ketcham and Filen Jane
iairts la Sophomores and Kather-
ale Bratain, a freshman.
W. M. S HOLDS GENERAL
MEETING MONDAY
The Woman's Missionary Society
of the First Methodist Church held
as last general meeting of the year
Monday afternoon at the basement
Ill the church.
A good attendance was had with
representatives from all groups.
The room was beautifully deco-
rated to carry out the Christmas
motif.
The president. Mrs. Robert Bard,
called the meeting to order and pre-
sided over the business session. Of-Illinois Central viaduct to the
ricer; for the (-liming year were '
erahlv.Mayfield hiyhway. no, caravan
o.et h•,re lo two 
Kentuckytill liii 
al' I 
It;'- following circle fO•
i • II Xkl .re Ea, Ea! 125 :'r :"(T'ase
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I •
fl..2tovay to.to.1 cio•-. ....c•ort
.iff!I Western Kentucky.
a 1,1 (icioV;itiiin arl.t.11
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•. !"
Nlayfield Luncheon ma; seio.
11011-1 Cobb in Padui7di at
ric,‘,11 and the mottircade
lied on its journey in.o
PRIZES AWARDED FOR
BEST DECORATED STORES
As was announced early in the
Christmas season by the Cham-
ber of Commerce, prizes were
awarded for the best decorated
stores in Fulton this Yuletide.
Thus plan was carried out in con-
nection with the decoration pro-
gram sponsored here.
First prize of $.10 went to the
P. H. Weaks' Sons store. Louis
Killebrew. florist, won the second
prize of $7.50 and Franklin's
Quality Shop the third prize of
$5.00. The Rotary Club awarded
the third prize, while the Cham-
ber of Commerce sponsored the
first and second awards.
CHARITY SHOW FELTON
THEATRE SAT. MORNING
The Charity Show, being spon-
sored by the Young Business Mena
Club, in co-operation with the
Fulton Malca Theatre, will be
given Saturday morning, starting
at 10:30 o'clock.
No cash admission will be
charged, but everyone is urged to
bring some item of merchandise,
food, clothing, old blankets, quilts
toys. nuts, candy or anything that
will be of help in making up Christ-
mas baskets to be distributed to
needy families.
Remember this special show.
Come and enjoy yourself, and
help out a good cause.
CLINTON DEFEATS FITLTON
Basketeers of the Clinton High
School defeated the Fulton High
School Bulldogs in a double head-
er here Tuesday night, outplaying
both the varsity and second team.
This was the second engagement
for the Bulldogs this season. rt•
first team ket 11 to and the sec-
ond squad lost 20 to 34.
lv 'a.: Fahal : Coale A. Mr n 
i.7 '-i:1936
.; .; It. Mr ,.. ur
• H . Circle (', Mrs .1 C. :!.II •• deco 
fo:
1 1 / per Cell:
sail ing to dasatop the volume of
anticipated. While puichases
well' Varied, hi/11(1a s' gills vveia. for
trie most part useful commodities
rather thail the luxury lines. The
wholesale markets were slow and
somewhat spotty Chicago report•
demand noticeably
imprived In New York the senti-
ment of the visiting buyers was a
bit more optimistic thouga actual
orders variel from fair to quite
slow.
Low:wine reported that although
cooler weather spurred buying of
Winter commodities retail sales de-
creased 5 to 10 per cent compared
to seem yertod last year. - E1131111MBe
tion is keen that flood of tobMIND
money following auction sales of




pr -gram was pre-
od \Alien Mrs. Jean Moon gave
‘ero enjhyable Christmas read-
jig lleni10n Wright sang.
-Oh. holy Night." accompanied at
the mare) by Mrs. C. L. Maddox
A social hour was enjoyed dim
mg which time Mrs. I. H. Read and
Mrs. Eunice Robinson and the re-
freshment committee si rved tea.
FIDELIS SUNDAY SCHOOL
CLASS ENJOYS PARTY
The Filelis Sunday School Class
af the First Baptist Church met
!Tuesday night at the home of Miss
Myra Scearce on Pearl street and
enjoyed a well planned Christmas
parryt. Hostesses for the occasion
were Mesdames J B. Manley, Rus-
sell Rudd, J. C. Witherspoon. Earl
Collins, and Miss Rubye V. Yarbro.
The meeting was opened with a
scripture from the second chapter
of Luke read by the president. Mrs.
Manley, w II presided. A prayer
was led by Miss Scearce. The sec-
retary. Mrs. Cornelius Edwards,
read the minutes and gave various
reports.
At the conclusion of the business
the entertainment was in charge of
Mrs. Earl Collins who conducted a
number of games and contests.
Prizes were presented Mrs Paul
Butts and Mrs. George McWherter,
who were winners of the contests.
The home was beautifully deco-
rated and an 'attractive Christmas
tree was loaded with a gift for each
guest.
Late in the evening the hostess
served delicious fruit cake and
fruit tea to twenty-nine regular
members and five visitros. Mes-
dames McWherter. Isabelle Butts.
Tillman Adams, Misses Petrona Wil-
burn and Vivian Butts
The group will hold its next meet-
ing Tuesday night. January 11.
ArrERNOON CLUB WITH
MRS G. G. BARD TUESDAY
Mrs. G. G. Bard delightfully
eniertalned ha? luncheon beideo
1.11‘1. it
inployment in Louis-
\ ille in iii:n.her N'aS up 5.6 per
I ara perasl last year:
I fan;:: a th ni.,re than 11.500 at
work November 15, 1937, showed
no decrease in payrolls or person-
nel: 5.400 employes of two large
firms awarded 9200000 in bonuses,
effective December Hi
Illinois Central Railroad has noti-
fied 800 employes to report for
work at shops at Paducah.
State and National Reemploy-
ment Services reported 528 place-
ments during week 10 per cent in-
crease over previous week.
THE LIONS CLUB
The Lions Clum met in regular
weekly luncheon session last Fri-
day at which time the annual elec-
tion of officers was held. A. G.
Baldridge was chosen president to
sureet :I Dr. J L Jones; Dr. Rune"!
Rudd was named first vice presi-
dent; Forrest Riddle, second vice
president; Lawson Roper was chos-
en secretary and Vodie Hardin,
treasurer.
In conformity with their program
carried out for ten years, the club
decided to distribute Christmas
baskets again this year. About 100
of these baskets filled with grocer-
ies. candies, fruit and nuts will be
distributed Christmas Eve.
club Tuesday afternoon at her home'
on Carr-st.
The lovely Bard home was dec-
orated in the Christmas motif and
a well planned luncheon was serv-
ed at one o'clocla The dininy table
was draped will- a lovely cloth and
centered a ith a colorful poinsetta.
After the Ito l i ,on games of con-
tract were enjoyed and high score
was held by Mrs Sarah Meacham.
Gifts were taken from an attra-
ctively decorated Christmas. tree










CATON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON, ESNTUCKY
CRUTCHFIELD NEWS
Mr and Mrs. C A. Turnet. Mrs.
Lucy Tut tier and Miss Rachel Tur-
ner ?moot Sunday with Mr and
Mrs John McClanahan.
Mr and Mts. Bernie Stallion and
children spent Sunday with her
parents. Mr mid Mrs S A Niles
Mr and Mr'. Tom Stalling
is their Sunday guest, Mr
Mrs. Welke' and children, Vu
Wallin' and children.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turner spent
Saturdo;.• night with her mothci
Mrs. Ida Yates and family.
Members of the Crutehfield M
E Church stirprisoll Rev. A E
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•We hare the ansu ( r to your Gift problems—
there is something in our stock to please all.






"ERR TIDE" THRILLING NEW Th'CHNICOLOR
TTRACTION OPENS SUNDAY FOR 2 DAYS
et THE NEW NALCO FULTON THEATRE'
Three against the sea. Oscar Boni ',Utz. Ka% 51111an4t And liars%
Fitzgerald who play the leading roles in Ebb Tide," the iteoliiis
pletrre treatment in Technicolor of the powerful sea til .1111.1 by
Robert Louis Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne, which inwie. A t ow
Fulton Theatre. The feminine romantic lewd is plased to. I ranee'
Farmer.
he came to fill his regular appoint-
ment Sunday. Dec. 12.
Keith Murphy is spending a few i
days with his mother and sister.
Mrs. Laura Cashion and Miss Dor-
etha Murphy.
Mr and Mrs Caton Howell who
rove been residents of Crutchfield
for several years have moved to
their new home near Clinton.
School children will be dismissed
Thursday December 29 for the
Christmas holidays.
Miss Clara Lee Clark and Mr.
Jasper and Murrel Grissom visited
in the home of Willis and Doris
Attebery Thursday night.
Louise Brown spent Sunday with
Doretha Murphy.
Edward O'Neal returned to school
Tuesday after being absent for a
few days due to illness.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green had as
their Sunday guests. Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Bard and family and Mr and
Mrs Johnnie Childers and family.
Miss Dolly Brown Dodson re-
turned to her work after been ill
'ion meetings are being held at this
time, when Congress is still in ses-
sion and have not definitely de-
cided on a program for 1938. The
program is a soil conservation pro-
gram and will be in effect for 19314
and if a control measure is passed
by Congress it will itr.t be added
to the conservation program.
Goals will be established for all
farms that are in the program in
1937 and farmers who did not par-
ticipate in the program this year
but wish to enter the prgoram for
1938 should talk to their committee-
men about securing a goal for crops
that will be grown on their farm
in 1938.
Before planting time goals will
be set by the committeemen for
practically all of the farms in the
county and letters will be sent tol
the producers stating what these
goals are and the amount of money
they can expect to secure if they
meet all id their goals. The goals
will be approximately 85 percent of
,he 1937 depli ting base and 60
cent of die tobaeco base The pay-
mentas tot not producing more
thin the goal is 3 4 vents per pound 4 yrMI COMM fol
4'1101 Iti'l t• !II
peteent of the cotton base, 85 vet I Payment will also be made for
soil consei ving pi at (ices which will
be discussed neat week
(I". "PM" "4Mit V On Limns TI) SANTA CLAUSthe goal Appreal.
$1 So 'u'i to Dear Santa: I ant a little girl of
•tx and have tried to be good this
•
Olt each Sere
in the 4 eilei,i1 goal and I 7 vents
14,1111(1 fill !Oki... I. rot ego% stir
to the goal
dediniti% e will he made for *it-
-iti the goals at II, following
t,itit t,it i'.ti.'t tit itkiti•ss gen
.1 it .•ti i, tilettog filloo pet
.„ t,,I citiitto 311 CI'lltS 'ICI' 1,4 ,1111it
1•111141/1 and 11 5 cents
et for tobacco
'..ii If you do not run out of toys
e you get to me, I want a
iocki•r. Shirley Temple doll and a
kit, tutu cabinet Aliso nome fruit,
can.1% tow+ and a fist' fat-works.
11•• not forget my mother,
mid „It ic,i of the little
tt N'tito friend, 11,41,
WELL OLD MONEY LOSING PICKLE ISSTILL ON THE CORNER WITH LOADS OF
HA RG .11 NS
Irish Polatoem, bifflet•f/ hittitt1 !hiker, 10 lbs. 17cSIR ASH and .111113:S. nice, lb. Ic
LETT/ TE. extra nice newts, (itch ScRROTS, nice bunches. each ScHOMINY, half gallon can, ( och IIcMERRY Will 1.). 2 cans 'or
SOUP BE ANS, Great Nor! Fun, lii lbs. 39cMiracle W hip Sandwich Spread, ql. jars. in. 21eKraft French Dressing, pt. bottle, each 16cPECANS, Jumbo Paper Shell, lb. 16cCRISCO, for Innis cooking. 1-1b. 31e lbs. 59cCorn Flakes, ..kynaggm for Post Toos(ies, ea. 7cSODA, Arm .1. thioprour, ; boxes for 29cMORTON'S SMOKE!) SALT, 10 lb. can 8kTOMATOES, No. 2 can, 2 for 13c110,VINY FLAKE'S, Sno-Fluf 1, 3 giant b.vs. 26eKRAUT, in keg, sure in fine, lb. 5c
TOMATO KETCHIP, large 11-o:. bottle to. Si 2 CORA NGES, 200s, doz. 23c; 126x, do:. 29eAPPLES, 126m Winemapm or Storks Del. do:. 23eBreakfast Bacon, Krems. fancy sliced, lb. 2kPork Roast, shoulder cuts, nice lean. lb. III lePORK ('HOPS, nice, small lean, lb. 19eLEG-0-L4MB, lb. 19c; 51101 .11)tx.m.
Sausage, pure pork, made country way, 2 lbs. 27cCheese, Kraft, American, 5 lb. loaf, lb. 25cCHEESE, Wisconsin Hoop, lb. 22cONIONS, nice big ones, white or yellow, t lbs. 15cTI'RNIP GREENS. MUSTARD. SPINACH, KALE 2 lbs. 15cItt:EF ROAST, Armours Fancy drAnded Rahv, lb. 16 1 2ePEACHES, No. 2' Branil. h.ik es in hea‘v syrup lie
Visit with Pickle for lour .man Shopping—HeHas All The Fruit, Candy, Nuts, and Fireworksyou will want for the whole family.
PIIICES G0011 FRIDAY and 5.17'11WAI'
PICKLE'S GROCERY
East State Line—Free Delivery Service
at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs Charles 1)odt.iin ptrye.70,211,vs,-^rxtiaetider!tawitig:-rt.,1•1704,,t7i1F-7,twtsviicafi,vp.szpAPzerayes,nes,pa7papttspoef • aitaaatittaoaoatriet
's•-s *s% - • . *ft • c•i ft •fti •ft •ft, 'ft "ow -̂trft iegiv
• f'0U21. T AGE:.N7' t..)1
A. C. P. Meetings. t,f1These meetings have been well Fig
attended despite the cold weather
An outline of the 1938 program has -T
been given and many are saying ..4.P
that they understand the program DI'better than they have any of the le
previous programs.
Some may wonder why discus- kJ
• Yo u don't
have to worry
about size or color or
,whether "he's al-
ready got one," oi
whether "somebody
else thought of the same thing"—for
U there's anything better than one
bottle of Glenmore, it's two bottles.
It's the whiskey of a lifetime,
produced by men who've spent their
lifetime making it —a total of nearly
600 years of whiskey-making skill.












Yes, another Yuletide is here, and with times so much
improved, the season will bring great happiness and joy to
families everywhere.
Many of our patrons will glory in the joy of having a
new home—or their old one remodeled—this Christmastide.
Next year we will help make other homes happy, for 1938, will
doubtless bring increased building activity.
It gives us great pleasure to wish you a MERRY,




W. P. Murrell Lumber Co







































































Seweinela of the Repoblie 
,
4
In one of the most inspiring dlacUilealone that marked the wilt "ti of ourConatitutken, Jamie' Madison WPM diedthe people as "the fountain of allpower," and insisted (lint by reisortingto tlwin all dilhetilt les would be nolved.Mow true the et III II out wits, nubile.(meta history hi'. proved In virtuallyevery serious' untie-oil difficult-, I 1 laxbeen the ruler of the 6%1.1 iitIsen.rather than of the tom-Oven isalitivian,that spoke the etnuorueUve answer. Atidw 1(11111 teeent weeks America has seenanother demonstratIon of this greatverity.
At the National Convention of theAmerham Legion, litany tersiiiit lonawere heal CIO 11,11011(041 nut the oneto strike a responsive chord In the h.sirt..r every American was thiti which re.affirtneat "OW beilef in, and adherence isend reeoire to dean& (retain basteAmertrwo rights and MillieWire, . . ."
They included personal liberty, re-ligious freedom, home and family and"coreditutional guaranty to safeguardthese precious rights"
This wail not the voice of politicalpartisanship for the AniPileall Legionincludes members of ell parties. It wasnot the VOW.* of any r‘suiontio (sett It -is for tile IA.g loll Include* employer.. andemployees, profeasional men and arti-sans: every strata of our great pro-ductive body of workers.
It wits. Instead. the pronounc-onentof the eittillewilt• American, voiced bymen who had demonstrated their faithIn the American Ideal of derma:racyand were willing to demonstrate itagain
it was an expression of that •pirillwhich the Yosnders Inyoke4 and fore-saw when they made this a goyentineestot. by. and for at. people. and knewthey lua• pieced ki In firm and rYpabiehands
ENGLISH PLUM PUDDING
THERE are those to whomChristmas dinner would notbe Christmas dinner without end-ing with plum pudding. Scald21,1 cups stale breaderumbs withI cup cream. Cream 'A poundbeef suet and add to It us cupbtown sugar, 4 cup corn syrup,5 well-beaten eggs, 44 poundchopped citron, 14 pound cur-rants, 2 teaspoons baking powderand cup brandy or rum. TurnInto ii hoteled mold and steamfor 24 hour's, 12 hours one dayand 12 hours the next Turn into• tin and seal until ready for use,when it roust be reheated forserving. Serve with a sauce Ofchoice
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FULTON COUNTY NlaWil FULTON, KENTUCKY
Joyful Mornings
LOVED hints which has sue.
tented cad Inspired many be.
dies with the lines
"Still, still with Thee wheu purple
morning breaketh.
When the bird wakette and the
shadows dee,
Fairer litait morning, lovelier thou
the daylight,
Dawns the sweet CUilliVii14114114.4411. I
am with Thee."
These words emphitelse the Joy andlight which illuttilita thought as on-
CillUca the preaciteu of tiledillere Imo lie those who do notlook rot %said to the morning awakenIng, because to them it Scenic but thehe-tinning of smiths., day of care ora orry or foar And Mete are others
Ii III have ylcided to the habit of Al-lowing stone time to Otiose beforearousing themselves to being thor&lushly awake and reseoneily• to goodfor the new day, hut all may awakeneach morning with joy and energy,flesh as the birds, when it is realisedthat, even though sleep has inter-vened between the experiences of oneday and those yet to come in anoth-er, we are still with (hod, still loved,guided, supported, protected by theadorable Father of all.
Even though there may have beenIn the human experiences of yester-day evidences other than those of thepeace and joy which come with therealization of (lode preaence, yet thedawn umbers In it iicw day, in which
B discordant past ticed have no part.Each may awalten quickly. If he willImmediat el v torn to Goil, and muchmay tic accomplished If joyous, spir-itual thins.ng Is Imeun early. Prompt,right nicht41 activity helps to tasksth• (la) harmonious and fruitful, andto met-corm. any 1101111e of discord re-suiting from whatever In the previ-ous day mar have been unworthy andregrettable
Many hare learned to engage atonce, upon awakening each morning,is quiet prayer and contemplation ofGod's glory and God's gifts to Hischlidren—joy and peace and health.. . .
It Is not necessary to dwell In sur-roundings entirely desirable to hu-man sense. in order to experience
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE
HESTER HOST TO CLUB
Mr. and Mrs. George Hester
were host and hostesses to their
regular Tuesday night bridge club
Friday night at their home on Ed-
dings-at.
At six-thirty o'clock eleven club
members and one guest, Mrs. T. E.
Norris, were served a delicious pot
luck supper. After the supper pro-
grssive contract was enjoy' d at
three tables and at the conclt,sion
high score prizes were prsented to
Mrs. Charles Binford and Abe Jol-ley.
dwiftil mornings N. Statist Shenvile. hone ut•y be located, CMS wayalways reallt• Ond'i power Is dispelthe night dre•ma that may have easewith darkness, or the wakingMoen., a not too happy past or
pf 411111111. experience.
Suppose one feels In the morainethat the night has not bees matte*,One may not be glad that the thawshas come and another day has ar-rived. Then. If that one will but turahis thoughts t. urn self to meditateon God and Ills (ovation, be willrealise that the nee day protalac• 511the possibinties iotolis, 114.W •4perieneee. And If ono poisints liithinking of tiod num each int/minathe hull of un.lne solf eontelnplaUse will surely disappear.With practical application, Maryfaker Eddy, the Discoverer antiFounder of Christian Science, refersto the experience of sleepiensness onPage 365 of Science and Health asluilows: "You say that you have notslept well or have over eaten. Youare a law unto yourself.- If one whohas not slept web will refuse to voiceor retain in thought that experience,cud will persistently remember thatHod is *Iwo,* with Nis children, tiewill learn to anticipate only joy Isthe new day, knowing that als,,. bysuch true thinking, the fear, andtherefore the experience of otherwakeful nights will be averted. .IN hen we comply with the demand tothink truly before se go to sleep,we shall not awaken thinking untrulyor unhappily
Farther on in the hymn quotedfrom ithove are found the words:
"So shall it ever be in the brightmorning,
When hearts awaking see the sha-dows floe " ,
Tht true awakening is the heart'sawakening to the truth about Godand man, by which one realiseshealth, harmony, and peace. Thisspiritual awakening Is possible.
Each one may voice his gratefulpraise In the words of the Psalmist(Psalms 1311:17, int: "How preciousalso are thy thoughts unto um 0God! how great is the sum of them!If I should count them, they are moreIn number than the sand when Iawake, I ant still with thee."—Pa.alriettoos Setence
SOUTH FULTON SPLITS
DOUBLEHEADER IIERE
The aggressive Red Devils con-
tinued their winning streak Tues-
day night by taking their eighth
consecutive victory, by defeating
Palmersville 35 to 27. The Angels
fell before the onslaught of the
powerful "Peach Sextette" by a
score of 54-40.
The teams annexed a twin bill
Friday night by one-sided scores!
at the expense of the Hornbeak
teams. South Fulton meets Obion
here Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Baker of








 4111111101101111Weilliasseof Sandoval. Ill., will spend Christ-I parent*. Mr. moil Mrs T E Norris.mas In nilton with Mrs. Biasses sad Mrs. Dovidaon or l'at k avenue- .--__--
11111111111h. 
FURNITURE IS ALWAYS AN APPRECIATED A N D PRACTICALGIFT — ONE THAT CAN BE ENJOI ED BY THE ENTIRE FAMILY.II HY NOT COME IN TODAY AND MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS.ItEllE ARE A FEW SUGGESTIONS FOR GIVING:
*CEDAR CHESTS











,SCORES OF OTHER GIFT:: FOR THE Hour
Exchange Furniture F









SALAD DRESSING SOUTHERN LADS',FULL QUART










/.0 OLIVES SEATED,  STUFFED,LL JAR   23( I4.-- 
All
r? ii ROYAL ANN CHOCOLATES "Z. 24c i L• IBBY'S FRUIT COCKTAIL mE:r..............
'-4-... PURE APPLE BUTTER '1 'LI'  15c
#.
P. PURE TOMATO CATSUP 14-0UNCEBOTTLE   10C 4 PEANUT BRITTLE PEROUND 1 50c 1 PORK & BEANS 2 '1.NO: ..
._, i CHRISIMAS HARD MIXED FaZold'ac. ked'
•F 
1 TOMATOES Nth22CC:NNS. FORSTYLE 
ENGLISH  15c ROUGH TOP FUDGE PER .. . 121/2c
# PLUM PUDDING RAINBOW,
frr's:. 
W
0/Manta, Orange Latter 
PEPPERMINT STICK "Es:r° 15c I BLACK EYED PEAS & PORK mEaL7 .... ........ 10c .te,
'3r .,:,,.. ASSOR1ED CAKES Devil Food, Angel Food,
Others at 10c, 15c and 25c 471
GRANGES FLORIDA, JUICY, 
15( „tv T• OILET TISSUE ROLLS .. ..
PEANUT SOUARES PERRpouND SIX
25c
;. 
Flutter Scotch, Jelly Roll, Cinnamon Roll and
? 
II 
Et' L• IMA BEANS MEDIUM CAN,
25C *.1
frs
1 5C 1 WINESAP APPLES NICE, FIRM 15;5!0:,:f 30:
; VANILLA WAFERS POUND . ts 





  1 OC tP e e I, Citron, POUND k E 
# FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS Diced Lemon and
e Fruits, Dates, Currants and Figs. 1 (0(011NUTS EACH.
NIEDII NI CAN.
  1 SC tO
#.7. (ill/Ce Pineapple, Glace Cherries, Diced Mixed NICE SIZE, sc 5; TURNIP GREEN OR SPINACH mr:T..  1k t
LETTUCE,CELERY,CRANBERRIES,NUTS 1 HOMINY2 FOR.. .51 SEEDLESS RAISINS POATKAGE 
UN 
9c E FIREWORKS—Firecrackers, Roman Candles, QUART 4f;Torpedoes, Sky Rockets and Sparklers. iIv' GOLD DOLLAR VINEGAR BOTTLE . 9c 5i./.*
f'o. .. 3IEDIUM 
25c I 




; VANIU FLAVORING DOLLAR VALUE,FULL PINT ..
;#7 FRUITS FOR SALAD m'CDAIr   19c









419CHOCOLATE DROPS AND ORANGE SLICES, 1 OC APRICOTS 
ROSEDALE,
(IDTMA (ANDY Assorted Chocolates, fancy $1 !",
Grocery Mixed, lb. NO. 21j CAN ..  
15cHexed, 5 lbs. ; EARLY JUNE PEAS 
MISSION,





Fulton, Ky. MACARONI OR SPAGHETTI   9c
igiceseemtgartscreetteigxerte twieviewwwweecwwmigittawisogengsgmetigmmteiglammmied
BARTLETT PEARS 11c
it OSeLADNA LE, NO 2'




  15c 
itIa
""1". 1471.4" v,Aatee44-t."' "ye
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CLUB THURSDAY NIGHT poet as prize Mrs Howard Strange
was piesented lingerie was secondMiss Adolphus Mae Latta wiss high
hostess to her weekly bridge club
Late in the evening Miss LattaThuteday night at her home on
west-at. The km1,1 three whit., delightful t_iiitts plate and
players wore pre,,ent I III- presented t'iltql guest IA lovely mitt
eluded eieve,,ti u It in.,niherm and attire ci,rsage The Cluistinas mo.
tif MI carried OW ith attractivevisitor, Miss Monet It' Jones At
the end of serial games of
greeslye bridge high score for the The club will meet this week
evening wow held by Miss Rubye V.1 end %ill, Miss Eula Rogers at her








ADD JOY TO YOUR MOTORING
HORNS, radios, radiator corers, ornaments,
heaters and other fine accessories to add to the
pleasur, and coin (tin of motoring await















AND SHOP EQUIPME VT
Jones Auto Parts Co.
Central Avenue south k ullon, Tenn.
••





1.'1% cart , .0 a lit-
tle gui. leiter In Santa Claus
%%ettt something lihe Ow.
ir Mint .1
Pluo 1 ,11111', Il I. .1 I •'‘..
Illy 11.`11 I I i, i IPA
0111:1111.1 SI!. • LI. a nice
liody, hut her he., 11,is
dents it %%lull Iasi another year.
I would Ike one Iiit time w ith
real hut niode into curls and
eNe- 1 hit even and shut.
Yotar trusting ft tent',
%%mat has become of those Christ-
mas dolls whose bodies could out-
last half a iltiti Iwo& When the
curls %%cid so: the eig
=?
Mother Took the I ittl tile' to See
the Dolls.
dropped olY, or little Johnnie
picked the wax MT the eyelids, and
sister was consoled by promising
her a new head. Mother took her
to a department store where there
was as large a display of di 'ii heads
as of dolls. There were china heads,
metal heads, and heads if papier-
Iliadic. There were heads with wigs
and some without There were those
with parted lips :Ind damtv teeth
showing, while others hid their
smiles behind firm mouths and star-
ing eyes.
One thing these v:iried heads had
in common. Their necks widened
into four-square hits front and back
with holes at the corners for apply-
.ng the needle to the old body. The
bodies in those days were of cloth,
iheir inner substance sawdust.
Where now are those torsos that
could withstand endless repairing,
fresh sawdust, and new heads!
They probably found their way to
the attic in time and sister warr
promised a whole new doll. Then
,ier trip to the department store
vas a matter of deciding bett.veeni
"dressed" and an "undressed"'
:ally. Mothers preferre,i the lattei
ecistuse they would bear closer in-
pection as to materials and work-
nanship. clothus were eas-
Iy made out of the family scrap-bag
,r by the willing hands of the family
eamstress, who did the job for rev-
-cation. Moreover, the undressed
H11 cost a little less. But sister
ked to linger over those in silks
ind satins with poke-bonnets and
•,lumes covering their golden curls.
l'hey wore petticoats and often they
ield their fragile fingers in tiny




chimes in the spires.
The tinging id choirs.
.4re telling these tidings anew;
May dl their glad ringing
And all their sweet singing
rat (Arumti, with gladness for 'mil
.11.••••=m.
St'llSCHIBE for THE NEWS.













• The perfect climax to a grand feast
Luscious Cakes or °Sweets" frimi ftprnbeal:s
Bakery. These are carefully baked friim the
best of ingredients - -according to our time-
tested recipes. Visit our ship, and place your
orders early.
HORNBEAK BAKERY
COME HERE FOR GIFTS FOR HER, FOR
GIFTS FOR HIM, FOR GIFTS FOR BABY
Our store, as usual, will be the place for those
satisfying gifts. We can supply every need in
the way of gifts.
The early shopper is the one who gives the most
appropriate Gifts hvcatise they are first choosers





































rots YU IVA 1411,1111141101111VISIMI VIII Till
don't behri w in hint because
Ii ei,d0.. Owes fiend
hot ItIo• to hot. . hal net iv irnif
I hot I inlait.1.14
IP hi. PI 1.. /Illy 1.1 of r.
7h"It, ii hi fi.1.41 1111. 4, thew.
ii.. t tI,1,'I Attott how lot ...oil picoir
1 Iv.  I other
I h.•  I the 111441010.11,
II., 0. II. /I 11.1.I4 11.lil I HI 41.19
th11.4Nit,, 11411111.11 10 III
/1,1111141. Ph.1.4 ,i. Mil 61 4114..
) 4.11.11. got Ito pi itit it I. s,'i t.tf..
.111 I 1..II
01.1 am,/ 4( 1. i,rro rt. %fordo, 11140%
/I litho OM fll
0, PII.411111 Ill lilt
01111, ii te91 Sit li,t,ii
were so many little ores, and after
all, he didn't realty lied
get by. lie kiie\v
get a raper tout.. ru,lit r0w, if he
oily had a block.
'I know where theic's a b
standing useless in an alto cm net ,"
sii ht Nine Greene "It beliiiired to
tiny Rolls, you M IA: 11,,%•44
itin shining eyeA tilatit. the $Nhoie
And Before Long She Heard the
Boy's Whole Story.
night seem brighter. They left to-
gether.
There was more than the bicycle.
It seemed a shame, Mrs Greene
said, for mittens not to he used, and
these !welts, now, and—well, why
not? Mary would be scandalized,
and her sons might not understand—
but there was their room, never
opened now—
"Listen, lad," she said "I've •
been aching my heart out for a son.
And you need a home. Couldn't we
give ourselves to each other for •
Christmas present? Won't you be
my son?"
"Gee!" cried the boy, voicing a
wonder of love and gratitude "You
can sure have me, and Merry
Christmas! Merry, Merry Christ-
mas, Mother!"
• Wootern Newordper Union.
ROUTE FOUR NEWS
MIS Sallie 1A'alloa has 1,0141 ill
liii 111141 11%11
Ale. .1 A Eskew
bli imil Mrs tititl Moral% !tool\ col
•.11 1111141Y ft II I lit.1 iii,.hio
the 1101111. W 11 Finch
Mr feel hi i It situ Ii WU illtol
t't 1111111p'. is VIP SIIII
I l‘ gtt,tts If Ntl It VIA iii
r11119111111.
o• ,i1 I it
..„.„ „i
I I , 1,
. and t\I
ill
'Mute was the main project studied.
A C'bristiviss tree and exchange of
gifts wes eittoyed during 011. 401441
hone
Sirs Seiltt ties teterited
III IllWk Ill , idlei
extended stay with her father.
W 11 row), hittri. rennin,.
quite Ill.
1\11' 1111.1 Mr. J111111441 T. dote ,
free' the Mt Vii tin
comnimiity to the home of MI N
/alma Itrvielale.
Mr. Howell been on
lie iuk ha a few ilav the past
e pelt
\It ;led
tit. 'if 1i.-1 ii t;'.‘ 1.,•1111





Eniny quit f linno.spin I.( mut Gowl Fund
REA so.N• 111/1; To insure a most enjoyable
w ELL As Christmas Dinner at a reas-
vu. ELLbi,N7, onable cost, remember to have
the Holiday Feast at the
Lowe's Cafe. The dinner is especially planned
to provido the favorite dishes f ir every member
of the family. The quality of the food and the A
%%ay N% prip:i re it is Stirt. tt) Millie OW a A















—AND IF YOU WOULD MAKE
101' II HoLIDAY SHOPPING
B07'll EASY AND ECONOMIC-
Al. IT WILL PAY YOU TO VISIT .4
7'IIIS STORE, WIII(11 IS PACK- (
El) it ITH SEASONAL AND'
Gil ENCHANDISE.
0714.7110,11.VP/Vilv7I,V1147047114,11C111.VTN.V11.1•4tVilOVIt,:.26•:761:7*.::"1,711/0414,111.111r,T,IP60•21.,26,VPV/P11476a114,110/114,111n1













































































I do not know how much siudy•
frig we did in the Old time schools,
but we did a lot of pietending To
give the apineirence tit being hard
at work, we would walk up to the
front to ask the teacher to pro-
nounce a word for us or to get some
help in arithmetic This constant
procession, equalled by the one go.
tog in the other direction to the
water bucket, kept the poorly-built
s'IuIechtiolhoma. in a constant state
of unstable equilibrium. Sonietimes
niamehievous boys stuck out their
feet and nipped us; I shall not
(la ell nil what happened next, ex-
ut-pt to any that no amount of pun-
ishment, scented to stop the recur-
11.11e1. of this infraction of rules.
Talk mg was always ft irnidden
l•iii'llel'S luiti (Is tell at the
end of the day how many times we
had talked. Those who had fallen
how wail. used many ways to in.
duce ohms to fall, like Eve got n,.




IS THE ONLY WAY TO ACCUMULATE
VONEY. TAKE our SHARES WITH US
WHICH PAYS GOOD RETURNS IN AN IN-
SIRED INSTITI'TION.
FULTON BUILDING & LOAN
ASSOCIATION






WHAT COULD BE NICER
THAN A BEAUTIFUL HOME!
There is something about home that appeals
to mankind. Nothing gives more pleasure than
being the possessor of your own home. Anti
down through the years it has been our rivihge
to serve the good people of this territory—as
sisting them with their building plans.
We carry a complete line of Building
Materials, Lumber, Roofing, Paints and Build-
ers Hardware.
We invite you to consult us about your build-
ing problems. Estimates made without obli-
gation.
PIERCE-CEQUIN LUMBER CO.
"On tlw Hill" Phone 33
Adam to eat that apple
All of us liked to study geo-
graphy, for the big book could My-
er a intilUtude of sins We mighty
filch seimething from the dinner
bucket,' and beskets, we could write
wave to our best girls„ wt could
play with our popguns, or we might
even take a nap in the shelter of
the big book. I once caught a boy in
my school Ill'ilin118111114( his knife at
me, much to the amusement of the
other boyx; he got re, interested that
he. flout 'shed the knife beyond the
range of the gengt aptly.
Note writing was always in style.
If we got in a tight place, we Bo:vic-
tories chewed up the mac Mistily
and swallowed it. If it were on is
slate, is grubby Noel could ii0011
oblitt.1.1111. all nftl'iltling nit:SSileteS•
WIN. MAO him who got caught. lie
might have his note is-nut by the
teachers for the amusement le' the
rest of us. Ile might tii mad
it himself or might have tel sit by
ihe girl to whom it wa., :1(1(11.es:set
slam. el toy
hiuLiti' ii wialiiiig liii I I ii. t,oist of
pow. I? iu'iiI In Ils• wori, cot
si•vi.ral thlotoiii Oa.
Into thi•si I ' lu Is-, that had been
"l'el'elVVii and elintellit4 duly noted"
were slipped to prevent the teach-
ers Irian finditig them. When the
lag schisilliouse wail torn down,
severaI bushels of these notes were
found beta (.1.11 the weatherboarding
anti the ceiling. I wish I could have
salvaged Mime of these, partly for
fun and partly to see what was the
general style of the notes that we
wrote such palpitating little hearts
anti such grubby fingers.
There were never enough books.
It became necessary, then, for two
or more of us to sit together to
study the same book. It was a great
event when the one to use the book
was one's best girl. We used thumb
cards in those days, a combination
of a book mark and a device to keep
the pages clean. Since we used the
gradually memorized the greater
same books year after year, we
portion of each, so much so that I
can stlil repeat part of the table of
tiotents of some of the texts.
Sometimes visitors came. Near-
ly every boy or girl had a
younger brother or sister who came
for a day or two to get the hang
of things. Most of these small
fellows were quiet, but some of them
got to crying so loudly that the
whole school had to cease operations
to calm Little Brother. I remember
one such youngster coming to school
in a boy dress, even though he had
a voice like an auctioneer. Parents
l'affil• sometimes to help break in lit-
• tie fellows; irate parents dropped in
2 to question the discipline (accented
A#4 un the second syllable) meted out to
their young hopefuls. The county
g superintendent came around one or
two times a year and regaled us
• with good advice and a new joke or
Vs.'s The great visiting day was at
the end of school, when we said
our pieces and got our treat.






BEST KENTUCKY COAL guaranteed to pro-
duce desired heating results because of its
IN quality.
And our prices are always economical—in many
instances our price is lower than elsewhere.
• • •
W.M.Hill&Sons
TWO YARDS—Located in Kentucky and Tennessee
On Big Brothers
As a younger brother I want to
plead for justice. All my childhood
I suffered from the greatest malady
that a small boy can have, that is,
being a younger brother. While I
probably got more than my share
of pie and cake, entirely too much
for my digestive system, there were
other things that quite over-bal-
anced thsi favor. Why some one has
not already demanded justice for
the younger brother I cannot guess
unless writers were themselves older
brothers or else came between
brothers and thus were able to pass
on the treatment they had already
received. Now I was at the end of
a pretty long line and had no one
that I could pick on: my oldest liv-
ing nephew was born after I was
practically grown. Thus I have
been cheated out of my rights, but
I can at least tkae the part of other
poor, submerged younger brothers.
In the first place, in my indict-
ment of big brothers. I resent their
making younger brothers feel small
and young. They are forever re-
minding you of something that oc-
curred before you were born. It
seems that their favorite conversa-
tion centers about things that you
rannot remember. Then they are
naturally larger, anyway, and they
lose no opportunity to remind you
of their superior size and strength.
If you rry, they laugh at you and
. ;ill you a baby. If you get sick.
. Hey assume that nothing else sould
!t. expected from a mere infant who
has not yet lost all of his baby teeth.
If you retaliate when Big Brother
is sick, he promises you a beating
when he gets well; and he usually
keeps his promise, or, at least, you
get the beating.
And then there are the clothes.
Younger brothers, from Abel down,
I 
have borne this humiliation. If
. Abel had been the one to attempt
the first murder, it might have seem-
so Justifiable ti all succeeding
younger brothers. Aa it was. OM
has never had a real defender. I
was IlVel'r lost as • child; but if I
had berm finding me would have
been eusy Everybody knew my
libleta brother's overcoid„which had
nerved the family down to me; and
the next brother's coat, cut down a
site or two, was equally familiar
Worst if all' I xornetimem had to
weer out a pair of shoes that my
older salter had outgrown Stylish
occasions, W111.11 IndfT people strut-
ted and looked romfortable in their
new Wintery, were times of wretch-
edness to me, with my 01111'01On iii
family relics.
The worst humiliaeer. that
corni. ill ht. ti'l;;Irdrii :I
So-and So'A little brother. Big
Brother, by at riving a :•1':1!It ta
years before you, is George Brown
or Henry pat are lust
George Brown's or Henry Lewis's
huh'brether. And if Big Brother
does something good or bad, every-
body assumes that yoo cannot do
otherwros We set tu to he temble
Met away from the English idea that
the oldest brother inherits all that
is valuable in the family. I wonder
whether Lawrence Washington used
tti introduce George as his holt
brother. And du psi suppose th , t
the sixteen lalter Franklins talked
patronidingly to Ben merely because
 411a111111•11113111M111.1111.111,
lie WJ3 away down the line, are left But I just had to champ
ion the underact-dog of all under-It is altogether possible that big
dogs, the younger brotherbrothers are not so tyrannical as
they used to be. Anyway, this de-
fense Ilf little brothers is a bit de- A Three Days' Cough
toyed, us only two of my brothers I y
Don't Neglect
Your Child's Cold
Common often settle in throat
Situ ci,..it; motile rub on
Chill111.11'11 ustertile.
Childom's Miteterule Is just good
old Muatterele, lady in milder form.
It penetrates with u warming tingle
and gets such 111{0%1'14MM neults be-
came. it NI El' just a salve, but
• "counter- irritant" helpful in
drawing olit lit(%) CIPIIIIIII0/11.
M c.r.,1t, hum Is..ta used for 30
ye,tre Ines, llllle'nded by niany dor-
tent and nurse«. All druggiste'. In
three strengths: Regular Strength,
Chiliiree's (mild), sad Extra Strong.
voTtt%
stv,c600,0.Ntit."(A aStw
$ our Danger Signal
NO matter how !natty medicines you
have tried for your cough, chest cold.or
bronchial Irritation, You can let reliefnow with Creomulaion. Serious trouble
may be brewing and you cannot afford
to take ii thance with any remedy less
potent than Creornuision. which goes
right to the seat of the trouble and aids
nature to soothe and heal the Inflamed
mucous membranes and to loosen and
expel Um germ-laden phlegm.
Even I/ other remedies have failed,
don't be discouraged, try Creomulsion.
Your druggist is authorised to retund
your money If you are not thoroughly
satisfied with the beneflta obtained
from the very first bottle Creomulsion
one word—not two. and Rhea no hyphen
In it. Ask for It plainly, see that the
name on the bottle ta Creomulsion, and
you'll get the genuine product. and the
relief you wants (Adv.;
Don't be satisfied with ordinary
baby powders that are noti:
septic Without paying • coat
mote you can get Mennen Anti-
septic Powder - which not only.
doss everything that other baby
powders do, but also sets up an
antiseptic condition that fights
off germs and skin infections It
stops chafing and rawness, too.
Buy it at your druggist's today
mErinErt POWDER
—N







One thing which makes Old Santa so popular is that he gives so
much and asks so little. Ditto for the pause that refreshes with
ice-cold Coca-Cola ... for only 50.
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civil OS second class iii..tter Jane
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HvO, PAPA? • , •7'1933, at the post office at Eultiii,
., under the act of March 3, 1879
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'.t ‘ Ciscription rates radius of 20
Les of Fulon CVO a year. Elia-
ere 1E50 a yew. •
ItAILROAD RATE INCREASE
VITAL
The American people have. never
heated that they favor govern-
lit ownership id' the railroad in.
dry. On various occasions. int-
aunt groups have shown, to the
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KOt.1 to it for many reasons. Not
PAPA, AFTER THEig ago an inclusive poll was tak-
of Chambers of Commerce and
airless 1)rganizations, and corn-
'SHOW WM. YA BUY %-,





led opinion was overwhelmingly SODA , H VI4, PAPA , . ..
Joist socialization of our prima- AFTER ." - ....,- --
1I readmit of transport.
A new book just published by
wis C. Sorrell. Poifessor if
ansportation at the University of
licages microscopically examines
! case for and against government
mership, and comes to the inevit•
le conclusion that it is unneces-
7 in this country—and extreme-
undesirable.
Even 30, there is area! danger
at government ownership of rail-
ism will be forced on us—be-
use the lines, under private man-
ement, have been so burdened








































































regulations that unless corrective
steps are immediately taken they
will be unable to operate efficient-
ly and economically.
Since 1933, railroad operating
costs have risen by about $663.000,-
000 a year. Pending legislation,
such as the 70-car train limit bill,!
will materially add to the increase'
if passed Every branch of rail-
road labor has been given wage in-
creases Vet the lines are still op-
erating at 1933 rate levels. The re-
sult is that operating profit is neg-
ligible—and that there is not enough
revenue above the bare costs of op-
eration to provide for necessary
expansion and betterment in many
instances.
To counteract this, the railroads
have applied for a general 15 per
cent increase in freight rates. In,
the light of their increaeed opera?
ing costs, and the general rise
prices, this is a very moderate re-
quest. Granting of that increase
would not necessarily assure them
a fair return on their investment- -
but it would give them a small
profit, and provide the capital
necessary for expansion. And it
would go a long way toward avert-
ing the calamity of government
ownership.
GOOD ADVICE TO CONGRESS
A dozen leading economists re-
cently presented to the special ses-
sion of Congress a four-point form-
ula for ending the slump in business
activity.
The gist of it was, according to ,
an Associated Press report, "Do
something to encourage business."












"Hey. This Aint No Ash Tray!"
!tient of the tax on undistributed
profits; revision or abolishment of
the tax on capital gains; ending of
sovernment competition with busi-
ness; the bolstering if confidence
by define •ly indicating an inten-
tain to balance Ow budget as soon
as possible and practical.
Among the economists weir such
recognized authorities as David
Friday. Prfoessor Irving Fisher,
Colonel Leonard Ayres, B. M. And-
erson. and Paul Douglas
In addition members of the group
advocated cooperation between lab-
or and business on wages, prices
and employment, and a properly
conducted housing drive. All agreed
with the statmeent of Mr. Friday
when he said: "There is need of
some definite, dramatic action to
show that government promises of
helping business are more than
Just a lot of talk."
Congress has been helds g open
soason on business. Industry has
Stoll sniped at from all quarters.
It has been reviled, denounced and
saddled withan unprect.dented
weight of punitive laves. The in-
evitable results are seen today:
Worried investors, discouraged
managements. retrenched of capi-
tal—all culminating in a major
business recession. Continuance of
this trend must inevitably turn the
recession into a depression.
The four actions the economists
list would go a long way toward
bringing back lost confidence, They
would instantly encourage the
spending of money, the building of
plants. the expansion of inventor-
ies, and the employment of men
and women. Congress never gor
better advice.
PASSING OF THE WOODSHED
The slaiper. the shingle and the
ba.s.1 oave have passed out of the
picture in Fulton homes as import-
ant instruments in the discipline of
children. But there are times
when one wonders if it was a good
idea to dispense with them. Such
punishment tended to be harsh, it
is true, but in the hands of a cooly
deliberate alai not unkosily author-
ity. they had their value. The old
woodshed played a very valuable
part itt the life of earlier gi nera-
?ion,
Five young boys were lecently
arrested iii a niiddle western to ,W fl
for wrecking classrooms in a school
building They counted it a great
lark and their only comment on
arrest was: "Oh, the taxpayers will
I.ave to settle for the repairs" This
statement may have Iren in keep-
ing with present-day ideas of po-
litical economy, but it is unsound,
nevertheless. And some early
training in the woodshed may have
prevented such youthful depreda-
tions.
There is nothing heroic in being
laid over Dad's knees and paddled
with a slipper or a shingle. But
history ha.s provel that there is
something effective about it. And
such socially dangerous philosophy
-is that held by those five boys
nUld he whacked out of them
atai others before they become per-
''anent charges on the taxpayers.
Growing up to be a bandit or a
hard-boiled type of citizen never
had a place. in very ninny youthful
minds before the Old woodshed
passed on.
problem will be as grave as In any
%vat suite' 1929.
One estilt of this Is 1.1 complete
cliangi• in the at of Ceengress
.014.1, )1.11,1141., U Clialige
ill the lit 1111,11. If t 111, Aii1111111,41,1
t .01 Thi. 90C121111
la 'manly called for Olive. pill looses
the anise and helms law the from
whet proposal, Ontl lho bill III
create NVVVI1 MON l'i•gloo,i1 riccItic
authorities similar ill motile to the
TVA. It was assumed that these
matters would absorb till' 1111111%AI]
4'1 at hut 11/11 111111
that nothing else of %timid
he taillight up 4111 the floar or in
committee.
What has happened The Wag('
1(1,1 Ii,iurs law is in .1 state if
CHII V4, with warring fail ions seek
sigti chaiwe It one way or iilil iii
.1111.1 W ill II !,t nolig 0,111,0 I'll' II
I II 1,111W 11;101.1i Ili ill. IIf
• 1:1W 1.1 its type. The chances
II' against it ping through in the
, special session
'Me farm bill is in it similar pre-
' .11Ill'Ill it seems almost 11111H's-
1 1 ,;it a law satoifactory to the
, factions la !louse
s oat Ii priTiarli ft.i
II lOt Iii
seVell regional authorit MS
loll IS, iteeorilitig to last report,
midetely moribund.
Congress is isIrmist woolly o.
copied w ith the. business it ...•
and wtth dusIgn141
%Olt it from becoming another
major, long lasting depression Tax
reform SeentS nearer to achieve-
nient than at any time in the. last
four years There is definite sento
I fluent in favor of a more concilia•
toy general policy toward indus-
try There is a growing feeling
that we have gone too far with reg-
ulation, especially as it affects the
security markets and exchanges
There is a movement on foot to en-
vourage business to spend on a big
scale----of which the. roost signifi-
cant development is the President's
announced policy of a more friend-
ly attitude toward the electric
utilities ;11111 hi,-; recent talks with
utilites executives.
The prncipal question now is,
can Congress act fast enough and
drastically enough to stop the de-
cline? Some recent events have
been encouraging, but they by no
means assure a change In the down-
ward trend. Whatever happens. it
seems impossible for any import-
ant change to take place before
late January—a fact which augurs
badly for the Christmas season.
THE QUAGMIRE
When President Roosevelt called
the special session of Congress the
( ountry was virtually in a boom
stage as compared with today's con-
ditions Stocks were at high lev-
els. Re employment was going
ahead on a i•ortifort able scale Though
unfavorable slims ex,:ted. they
:xere few and aoparently insignifi-
cant, and almost everN:thing point-
ed to a highl, prosiwrous winter
season.
Now. in Ivo, m-110 s. tlo• picture
has changed completely Stocks, in
spite of occosional flurries. are
holding stubbornly at Its Is close
to the October lows With few ex-
ceptions. industrial production con-
tinues to sag. Unemployment is
increasingly alarmingly And it is
very likely that this winter's relief
THE CLANCY KIDS SPriaking of swung Blood—
Lee ittis TICER, memo'?
mielfict.E. KILLED HIM,Too.
ILL slow.) sott€
MORE OF WI STtiff. C
',MSC ARE Some Of
IINC PS14 Noon HE user
v•HeN HE GOES FISMIte
foR 'Moor. HE'S A GREAT





Few things offer more interest at
this time of year then a cortipari•
son of Christmas merchandise ear•
1,1 in the. stoles of Fulton today
a oh that which the holiday buyers
had set ['elute. them a (10,refi or more
vials ago Ily that is not meant
the sue of the stocks castled, for
they lite larger since holi-
day laiv ate, hies increased with the.
yeatis But make the comparison
on the variety and service of gift
nom., moth gift loss!, or
,i, her holidays, arid you will be
I, oust your saf in for it genuine.
ea.
Oil ii yviirs
t isle' to give articles of
w ulg apparel tl. :1111.111' ILI I!. It II'
' iiiiinediste. family circle. No
I ill thaticht of giving a feminine
ltirti(1 she' could wear
cow lot t ;Ind enjoyment. s((nie-
o 11)., ci .1 1•,11,11. atid set's' leellIlle. Such
things were all right lei give. one's
ostir, but for II SWeetlleitt'l It 1111i1
11141111)11 le set,ii big t le of
perfume, a sit of fa. I' ht.lr CM111)S,
!,411110111111: ;111.11g 1.1 I
'h' 'may, happily f1'1' ,1 I I
eVel's lily gives sins: . 1 •Ie gifts
everybody cape.: ' it kind.
So men:limits ,toek tlidt ',Ind in-
,httittty ,o ray of us('-
It's stuff that once passed as Christ.
Cats Today gifts of clothing,
furnitore, electru•al devices for the
111.111I• all(' the auto—gifts that are.
useful and that add actual comfort
to life form the bulk of all holi-
day buying. Today's Christrnas
gift is a sensible gift and it's pur-
chase is in practically every in-
stance money sensibly invested.
There has been a radical change in
the type. of Christmas merchandise
in the past few years, as a visit to
the local store's will reveal. And
the change. has been not only for
till. better but for a happier Christ-
mas as well.
Jacksonville. Florida boasts two
shop.: devoted exelusively 'o the
shoeing of horses
The Roman Catholic Church
founded the University of Merico in
1533.
Japan produced 160,000,000 pounds
of foreign style paper in 1936.
Thousands of lambs are reported
slain by foxes in Scotland.
A tomato vine 16 feet high bear-
ing 80 tomatoes was grown by J.
H. Branzelle at Petersburg, Va.
Bath County, Ky., owes its name
to the large number of mineral
springs found there,
Laughing Around the World
With IRVIN S. COBB
They Thought it Wo.. Woolworth's
fly IRVIN & COBB
TO THE most casual eye it was evident that the four individuals who
entered the lobby of the builtsurue theatre were not city-dweller'.
For •oa• niinutes they stood in a group sear the entraiwe studying the
otrisoo scale of admission tariffs.
Having absorbed the available information touching on prices, they
'it thdrew to a corner for an earnest conference which lasted several
minutes.
Presently a member of the quartet, who plainly was one of those
determined masterful persons, broke away from the rest and joined the
line at the ticket window. A companion, swearing an expression of
mounting uneasiness, fallowed him.
When the self-willed party reached the wicket, he hauled out a two
dollar bill and lay1nis it down said to the box-office man in a Proud
ringaig voice:
"I'm handling all the money fur my whole crowd. Gimme four of
your best fifty-cent seats."
Apparently, this act was a violation of a prior agreement for the
friend who had trailed him clutched him by the coast sleeve and whis-
pered something in his ear.
Impatiently The prodigal paymaster shook himself her of the de--
teaming _grasp
"What the thunder do I care?" he exclaimed. "This- se only onet
le a lifetime!"
'46ir
fasseussa ewe sessessa. tes.)
t1r I r..ktArt.. CROSBY
•••••••• too 111.•■••
So is MY uNcLe
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• Picked-II p About Town ROTTEN TO THE CORE
That the practice of exempUng
state and federal employes from
state and federal taxes has grown
into a natemal "racket" is beconi-
lug more and more apparent is
shown by renewed agitation now
going on throughout the country.
New facts are corning nut concern-
ing It, und the public is getting its
eyes open. "Why should u man be
exempt (rem state taxes because tie
holds a state job, or (rum the fed
real income tax because he holds a
gnvernment job?" That is the
question taxpayers are commencing
to ask, and as the subject beciimes
more Willely discussed till. demand
for an answer to that question be-
comes more insistent. Here, as
most Fultnnians view it. is some-
thing that should be looked into,
and all facts in connection with it
given the fullest publicity. The
laws or the regulations under which
a certain set of citizens can escape
taxation which other classes of
citizens must face, and pay, should
be made plain to everyone. For
here, as the average taxpayer is
commencing to see it is a practice
that is rotten to the core.
-Lick ittudiart says a willing'
weeper can always get what she
wants; but usually isn't satisfied
with what she gets
"A postmaater may be as honest
tiM the day is long," asserts Ernest
Lowe, "but you still can't make
mime 111.11ple be that he doesn't
read all Ow postcards."
-- -
When the family finally persuades
Dad to have his victim. maile he
Only hopes that it wont lisik any
funnier than is absolutely neces-
sary.
Wesley Cummins says the reas-
on the average man is usally broke
is because he would rather be
known as a spendthrift than a
tightwad.
Ernest Fall declares that it makes
him shudder to think what a "radi-
cal" will be like fifty years from
now.
Did you ever notice how happy
it make:: a woman when someone
asks her if her husband isn't her
father?
As W. E. Flippo sees it, radio re-
ligious services will never become
popular until some way is invent-
COLD TYPE
The printed word has an enor-
mous power over the public mind.
If people hear by word of mouth
sinne report that seems at first
ed whereby the women can see thought unlikely, they are disposed
each other's hats. 
to reject it. But if they see the
I same report printed in a news-
Dave Holloway says the differ-I paper they regard it as the truth.ence between gossip and downright ! Few readers realize, perhaps, justscandal is whether you tell it to how much time newspaper people
someone or someone tells it to you, spend running down rumors, yet
it is because newspapers are care-"There never was a pretty girl," ful to get the facts that what tilts?asserts Raymond Gambill "but whe print is acceptable as true. The
would be twice as pretty sh(' ability of the printed word to in-didn't know she was pretty." fluence the public is demonstrated
in the power of advertising. Just
---
Harry Barry says there are mighty as people shape their opinions and
few divorces in homes where there actions largely by the events whichis jam on the piano keys and cook- are recorded by the printed word,lee in the cupboard. so their habit of buying household
and personal supplies are shaped"An old fashioned home," says largely by the printed word ofBailey Huddleston, ''is the one in newspaper advertising. If a busi-which parents can still tell their ness concern uses the printed word
children bedtime stories at night to make some misleading offer to
instead of at the breakfast table. the public, the effect fo such mis-
use will plague that business for-Wild riders of the old west once ever. People who bought such mis-0 notched their guns for every man represented goods would take themthey killed. Nowadays they notch back, and also tell their friends.their steering wheels. For that reason advertising is pre-
', pared with a regard for truth—andRay Graham says when you see a truth always pays. And that isman standing with wife before a, why you can always depend on thewindow full of hats you !snow who's' business institution that advertisesboss at his what it has for sale.
"In this tandem age," asserts




trian a car will kill you, and if you Newspaper reports that one of ,'''
own a car you will work yourself , the largest five-and-ten-cent store loi'
to death trying to support it." I organizations in the U. S. has an- 5':
P.
Tough beef steak is always best
for the exercise of chewing one bite
will give yau an appetite for the
next one.
Wrenn Coulter says a few years
ago a man was rated by the amount
of liquor he had in his cellar but war may or may not be all right.
now it's by the amount of coal. That is open for argument. But
boycotting the cheap and usually
worthless Japanese junk in an ef-
fort to protect American labor and •
American wages has long been
needed. As the average Fulton • **:
"You might just as well get this
fixed in your mind now," asserts
Ward McClellan. -and that is that
the only dollar you can spend and
expect to see again is the one you citisen who is anxious to see the:
spend right here at home." market for American-made pr'-
duets viewsviews it, "Made in Japas"
Harris Russell says every man merchandiso should have been shut
needs a wife to look after his cloth- out of this country long before
es, but at that a brichilos is al_ Japan began her cruel and unju.sti- 4
ways better dressed, fled war on the Chinese,
flounced that it will not in the fut-
ure sell "Made in Japan" merch-
andise is causing nation-wide com-
ment. And yet the average citizen
will wonder why such a decision
wasn't reached years ago by every
store in America. Using such a
boycott now as a protest against
''.`C.'Ce(YrICA'CCVVCCZKICk:MrtCbreeCeSICV-f.'GVIRCW'rer•eie.4.41ChrtZ,W
A COMPLETE LINE OF
DOLLS — GAMES - GIFTS
FOR CHRISTMAS GIVIN6
1.11' 1 s HELP MI' SOLVE YOUR GIFT
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• The new 1918 Frigidaire Is here in time for Christ.
mu! With a host of new features that will bring her
years of greater Joy and savings!
Frigidaire's NEW Silent Meter-Miser, for instance,
slashes current cost deepest ever known ...and preset
it! And keeps lood safer ...freezes more ice /otter
runs quiet, Oroialik-frret &ayes inure than ever bviore
oo current - food - ice - upkeep? What's more, Frigid-
rites NEW "Double-Easy" Quiskube Trays release ire-
tubes instantly. And there are NEW Moisture-Seal Hydra.
tors ... • NEWLY STYLED, ruonly. 9-Way AtItustable In-
terior with NEW (lovelier Sliding Shelves rod NEW-
•ype Cold Storage Tray.
These - and many more exclusive advantages - make
the Me Frigidaire a gift and thrift sensation. Come in.
Svc Pinx•P that it will save her more for years to conic'
FREE! saBILAUTWIR STUMM 
to ttIV141f.• It,. nIIIT11117 you,
d.i, a awdallson easrayeal wrish
wry weseage you dears - vriU be
agratialwitrourChrisamss Yristdane
(barge. if requessed. (005 ION 1.4111 %AMP 1,./8,11
NEW SILENT NI W -001)51 LASY"
METLR-MISER QUICKUBE TRAY
Uwe Se little restest 1nti Cap Only Frigidaire Has IV
Air* Ow it Eartoleaw. in! I. eitraistee cub.. instantly
Soo- was - moot I —saves 20% Mere laial Al:
heves isp to 250'...v on oper. wreal !ma,' ft if /;om Lads
sting cost thee eves the cur. waste ul mel,,na Under faucae
renweaviag Frigidaire of 1957 a. Tray cement Ire* al fin-
Sirnplest cold staking mechsn• gor.tmicei N, tugg.gg or
sun ever built. Only MOWN; prying' isclusyre Pngsdaire
parts. motor included? Auto- Automatic 1 ray Release. Every
Matt._ any °Jed? Coasyiletady tww.itievery mcwiel.eDouble-
ti 31,-11 Cunses with S -Yaw Easy- Quickube Tess!
'ion Plan bitched be Came Oaf




N• OTHING COULD GIVE
T H E ENTIRE FAMILY
M• ORE PLEASURE AND JOY3
THAN A GIFT OF FURNI-
T• URE. YOU WILL FIND
SCORES OF GIFT SUGGEST-
IONS AT GRAHAM'S THAT
'2 WILL DELIGHT THE RE-
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Dear Sant - I have heen pretty
good tend will try to be better from
now until Christmas. I would like
for you to bring me a little Shirley
Temple doll, a trunk. some pajamas
and three little dresses for her, a
Sunday afternoon and everyday
dress. I would like to have. a little
desk, a chair, but if you don't have
enough to go around I will take
something else itaeeatl. Just what
ever you have. I'll be looking for
you Christmas EA...
JANICE WHEELER
Dear Santa I one a little boy five
sears old I live neat. Lodgestoa
srsool. My addriatt1 is FU R011, ii 'U
ti I have been a good little boy
and I want you to bring me a toel
set. train, cowboy suit wagon and
anything else you want tne to have.
I have a little brother thirteen




Dear Santa Claus • I am a little
girl eight years old and I want a
Shirley Temple doll, a set of dishes,
Dear Santa - hly name. Is Norma a table and chairs, hollmt slippers,
Francis Cannon. I in h tt years and anything else you have for me..
()II and am trying to be a good lit- Bring my little sister a loth. rock
tie god. I will be pleased with ing chair and a doll Also bring
ynu bring no.. hot I want, Illy biother the things he
a doll that wets, a ring, house' wants.
pen. a hook of Shirley Temple in MAARIENNN LOONEY 
Lots of love',a table and chairs. nailing
Heidi I want you to brine Bobbis
a sky bird flyer, a little. ear and Dear Santa: I ant little boy five
bring Roderick some little cars. tots ' years ()Id. I would like for you to
Bring my sisters some hose and d-
their husbands some ties Bring 
hring me a fire truck, a gun, buil
"fl blocks, a drum, house slippers,
mama some handkerchiefs and dad- also fruit, candy and nuts Don't
dy some seeks Bring all of us some
nuts. fruits and candy 
ioriget my little sister and big sister.
Your friend, 
I will be a good little boy.
Lots Of !Mite:




Dear Santa: I ant a little girl three-
years old. I live near Loderston
School and my isl.tress 1.4
Ky, route ft I want yr. u to hrInkt
me a little piano, a negro dell. a
teddy bear, fruits, and istything
eLse you want me to have I have






oiodel aBT. Sosinning 4-tuhel
superheterodyne. Hastric easy-
to-read dial, gets broadcast en-1
t erta. nment, Police calls. Super-.
sensitive speaker with dost




Dear Santa: I am a little boy five
year: old and have been very smart
this year. I want you to bring me it
sewboy outfit with plenty of fruits,
candy and nuts. I ant. 'Your little
friend,
BOBBY GENE LAWS
Dear Santa: I am a little boy two
Nears old !tad I've been very good.
So please remember I want a tri-
cycle with lots of fruit candy, nuts
etc. Your little friend,
RUSSELL DEAN LAWS.
Dear Santa: I will try to be good
until Christmas if you will bring
we a tractor set. Skippy tricyle,
hsilding blocks, movie truck, doc-




Skill I .tatila 1. jolts I 1111Vv bean it
rOtH rinoti Milt* girl this yeat I am
eight yearie old I like my tecichei
aced get illy le-sonm goad Will sou
please Wing mile' ii doll that skips
atal crypt, a 11.11.11111,111. Ii1111 it seititIltr
Wit', lot" of fruits and cattily Don't
1,0,..ei all the other good little hos?,
sad gills
l'EtitlY ANN VALENTINE
of skates, ji football, Order Holm's Healthier Chkis
now -Nave 10"1.. Honestly priced.--
Highest livability 1937 laying con-
tests. Offielalit puNitrum tented.
Pedigreed Mired Nistings. Govern
;tient approved Free bulletin on
'toe-cling 1 iti'Vlir." ilelner Hatchery,
Prillicalt, Ky. lip
It la ti the hs sal 11 1,1 1 0 1.111
toll Wall it t., !win liii Itil
Santa tlallS I ain a hill,
lee e leS ie.irs old I wish s,ii
s. sold brim; me a pair of beginners
ittss aial a belt ).1 ith In 11,1 Ing/1 /toil, li,.
Dear Santa: Please bring me a ..ist two iii 1, a.)111/. 111.V%viirks. thio old 0,011,, aiwtit
cowboy suit with two guns, a pair, games. nuts. candy:old fruit. Please
of boot pants, shirts, belt, ionise tioo m thel (eet el leer be little. oys 
tin. 11151$$1,11
4tass, table charts, dishes, atove.1 and girls propriate
tom ironing board. doll and doll 'Your little friend,
I ed, buggy, bath ru cbe. long sleeved,
and be sure and bring them for
when I get up 1 freete. Bring my
mother some.thins. too I al ,“ %c ant
a tutus' :addle and bridle.
JUNE I ,UNIN
Dear Santa Claus. Please bring
me a wetting doll, doll bed, boots,
rid a pocketbook, socks, pajama,'
and some house shoes. Bring me
Rely of firecrackers. nuts and candy I
too. Your little friend.
JOAN HUTCHINS.
Dear Santa Claus: I am a little!".
hoy 7 years old and am in the. 2nd
erade at South Fulton school Am
I
/
Dear Santa: Please don't forget I/
•.) come to my house this Xmas V
Sil have plenty of cake for you I r
•ant tsvo dolls, doll buggy hat car i y
sarf, electric stove, dresser. wash W
-•g machine. cookirig vessels. suit i
sase and any other toys you think i
: need. I'll be looking for you. I;
BARBARA ANN ROBERTS :w
--- Ssw
Dear Santa I am a little girl no's w
yi•ars old. I want you to bring me
t'Aln-SWeater $et. boots, a rixis If
me tsys. games, books and at ;
—.ing else you have for me. I sest: w
some fruit. candy and nuts. Dec r
wfreget mother and daddy
I
MARTHA LOUISE GARDNER. ;
2ust a "boy" good as the. average
Will you please bring me the fol-
!owing things- A set of horns, cow -
toy suit, pistols and hat, stream-
line freight train, scooter, black-
board, watch, flashlight, erector set
solor set, soldier book, a dump
:ruck, paples. oranges candy and
• uts Lots of love to you, Your little
friend.
BYRON POWELL PARHAM.
Dear Santa Claus: I am a little
girl nine years 4.1d. I have tried tot
be good. I want a Dy-dee doll, a tea!
set, little rocking chair. games.,
books and fireworks, fruits. nuts,
and candy Love.
MARILYN JEAN OLIVER.
Dear Santa Plea'aer brthintu;
cowboy suit with two guns. ponY E
saddle. bridle, and some of those
shoes you fl *at on when you get up ;
In the morning. a gang of cars. a






'34 CHEVROLET Master Coach $273
'36 DODGE Coupe $496
CHEVROLET Sedan $3119





At Lac Cast ! '36 ('HEY. Master Coach
5325
5344
'33 CHEVROLET Master Coach Sr-
• -FE OUR STOCK BEFORE YOU BUY?





COUNTY NY.Wki, FULTON  KENTUCKY
Dear 81111t.1 1 IN il/i1 ,1 .4111 I11








Dear Simla Claii. I ain a little
liras Santa I want a play ear, , boe in the. second grade. and I ee i
sitow sent, apples, oranges and tai the honor it II this time I
candy for Chtiainsis N1 ‘ la it her. would like fen',,'ii tie brim: semi,
Jimmy, %.11113 A '.111,11 ' 1 1 !. allOos, NIAlga' A1.1('IS !SUNNING ' thug for l'hiedinas Will Il
or:tosses and candy plosee bring me it Eiench hair,
Your little (111'1111, 111111E 
Sawo
., I m a loth, gu-I ,,,, i..,W1,,1y mitt. ail !diem*, orI.,I 1,4,,,I,
1401114Y RUI)111,r, en ) pia, hl I' am m tim si,,,omi 1,4111
1011P, aiiii Illtlit dill Ii..iisit
I:ratty al %claw] I 111111,1 ItIV mother St
iice'8• "411 1.'4'4" I" litl"Of ""'
Dear Santa Claus. 1 want a toy anti daddy and like. to gee to seli(a• Issue null and 
lois. Please. Ming
sit cos. a machine, a dell house, I w, 'ii 1.1`, 11,1 1,1/1 if vial tvieill , 1  m"11" ' '"I'l 
dolls
 'cluel I'
manuicre. set, ten origan box, a trite_ hisog ens .1 log ,Inll, ii doll 14.0 '''""."'"".. '''t ""I'll""'• 1ee.
reiscope, and a vet:toil:1i I :MI it lit .eitl doll buggy. I also want a paii 'till ti lile.
tle girl eight years old III' 11(11111; boots I will write. you I111.1 IS: hIACK Iti c'.1
BETTY JEAN ElEI.I/S again.
- ----- - - l'our little. friend.
Dear Santa Claus 1 %%alit a &III
toy circus, organ box. a
1.isettipt`, it machine.. and a victrola









ALTON LEE BARNES A Chicago scientist sure there will
be no blondes in this country 200
I :an a Illtlet
ti„. Yeats from raw ut o B we'll still have
I would silice'taxes to make. us light headed.
•
• — oas, .11•11.. • Oa. Nom •1 1...1•1.,••• -41M.
'1' .1PPLES
FM: CHRISTM,IS
1e1s I' haer a led cli Rood Ealing
Iiiile • ti 
l-''.1'S.Ilachine arrilcil.
Three Sites










With The News From 2A
HOME
H THEM A MERRY CHRISTMAS
IT IS TRUE.? THAT. "A LETTER FROM HOME BRI.NGS JOY TO THE 
ONES
AW.11"." THE NEWS OF THE LOVED ON CES, BA K IN THE OLD HOME 
TOWN.
BINlic THE TIES OF FRIENDSHIP. WHICH M S E.IN Ut TH.
.1ad this is especially/rut' around Christmas. .111b y byo s,a011 ou timl all Da Or 
tUS
to Frank. or Ka!' through a letter, you are bound to Miss sum( thing. Probably thu it ry
thing they wanted to know. So let The Fulton County Nous carry an additional message
along with your letters.
Make "THE NEWS"
One Of Your Gifts
For CHRISTMAS!
Do it Now . . . Call THE NEWS
Phone 40 or Come in Today!





NOW FOR A SHORT TIME, YOU CAN
GET 2 ONE-YEAR SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE.•




























e FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON KENTUCK
Leiters to Santa
Item I tini nine
ia..at all arid I xviint a doll, sleigh,
ha alia cooking oh1411,. doll last,
faint!, and lots at firc rhark
II' ile Mil IV 11/141 11110 I'm get thy
111111. Ail iti aitiil ilt1Vm
Y11111 111th. ft WW1
TAYladt
Dela Simm Wi. tWi) 11th, boy•
six and nine Sears ',Id W‘• al
bulk mg foii•iiial Pa void vi: ,11 "ithra•aal al"helo %%01a ti,11 I.
bring tin a Mettle, wagon, Moose
, aio
1.n41 ,11111, mit
oranges Please leave pall of thew
1.
1111.1•Y and lantliV
Dem Santa 111'Icam. laingHi' ii
lag - yeti, bar ail i.ight year old boy
a 1.aq ball, a matching bag, a gun
a Nor of /nava. slip/m.1N, If (11il•iitt .1,
.1 pally). alit fit. Hod )..)11.I. $(.01.1 y
Ia I lanai don't Pagel
laraatia a anal .p.tvr anal don't forget
Pa, It tag candy, not. anal trod
\'olar timed,
II 1' ';;ANIS. ,Ilt
/I all• P'iIIII.• ;ilia .1 lilt I'
Lao% it, Ow ía iii tit ill a Pa' al
I ‘l "'all IIIr /II I ra a lift!, (II ;.11•11'
I al tall
I au 1)111.11AI
I a /l.a .
hall' 11110 111,r
..•, we, 1111 /11101,
h•oi books, a bank, fire erackertii
wagon, skates, boxing sloven, •and
Ming Illy mother and (biddy tonic
thing for (*Mishima, too And don'tfiii gel my (intuiting and litilmlist
yuili 4 t tidy.
Ia (' III tNI.;
11..11 :;..1.1.i liii a 111111. gal I (iv.a add and a, I, t., III. a
j'a .01 bulb. girl. Pleahe lotto! Ill'
Iwo 41.)1114, 1.111111.1, 1.1•1;111,11e,
huhu, 14.4111.. (11)IIIPM, 11()11:.o. Amps,
.111.4* stilly books. Please 14.111"fil
lila all MP boys rind No.'s
Your little la tend,
LINDA SUE SAMS
- -
11r .'a Saida MUM wanta Inc liuk. II wagon, a billy
%% ago'', two hilly goats, II thu
I war 10.01.k, a little faun 'anise ..fiat and ti nil v. Ida Inand for my fin
a lilt Iv city Will( %Y.01.(1111 II a a
alataasaw,greac•c 
. id 1.4111 4.11, w.11.1.11,,4 .. I
•II ia :1111 aijailiaa, lii IiiI




kit.11.4, Gilt Sari, 'Oh+
Drinks Si Bets Nursing 'MU
A111111114111' P ;lin Oust !MINA% WM
Electric Bread Toaster
Ditt Sel. Rouge, Lipstick Ensemble
Gift Set, Powder, Rouge, Lipstick
Zipper Bag, tor man monor %alee llorkey. new pin hall game
Bingo Movie Jecktor
Aluminum Tea S11,1
Vacuum Coffee Maker, glass
Binocular Sport tilasse.




Folding Camera takr• 117 film
1 1ertric smolt% ich Toaster






















al Saida (lolls µalit v‘. litig alaalk, a ma of laa.,..tal
11, .1 bill a lab ti 11,,aa al,
(ladI Pa, uk, ii (Milk a I 1, alai
l/IIX 1/114.1, walla CI ay-




Santa 1 ani a little ble,,
PlJIat )ear, old anal really la ;,..! I
nay). bi.s.11 10,44 enaugh MibilL youfor a milk wagon, lain) machinery
.it, gait les. books. fireworks.
fruits. nuts and candy.
Your little friend,
JERRY CARVER
Dear Santa. I have tried to be
• good. Please bring me a Dy-dee
doll with clothes, tinker toys,
• candy, nuts and fruits. Anything
else you can spare. I um seven
years old. I um in the second
grade and MI the honor roll at
boa') Please remember tray moth-
er, daddy, brother and sister..
Your little girl,a GUINELL IIEITIICUCK
6iA ..1 Santa Clau: I have tried to
1 ,•• Please bring nit,a doll,
, • a et titbit., dishes, and
4, :cud , raid and candy. I am nine
plitosivii ;1,1 Please remember my
e , Your friend,kb. in). sow. ,....Aliatitautilits.1.Natadisim.aistaaia.se4.mar 
DOROTI-0. NELL HOLLY
ll'etvg"Dcwwwi.vmev:iticesteeltAtitewsnernioirtrebourciivevc‘ce•pce..ve•-cycwsrcii Dear Santa Claus: Please bring6.
OH BOY')
Look!
A a a some tinker toys, truck with
small cars, good flash light, 22
rifle, two boxes of shells arid all
kinds of fire works, apples oranges,
tandy and nuts.
JAMES L. HARPER
Dear Santa Claus. I am a late.
girl four years old and I have'
tried to be very good. I want a'
Dy-dis: dull and :list) a tea set, lit-
tle rockaig cnair, games, hooks,
fruit, nuts candy and fireworks.
Love,
I3ETTY JANE OLIVER
lit al- Santa Claus. I want a big.
a•,g la'acti..t.1 dial with a pink
g Rang stockings,iiailaia.eiciliets, cului book, some
Aaaag co:ols, Mamie bilues lot me andAA any uII, dashes, dresser set 111 pink.
A a little v.aten a rung, and lots of
e.munt:-.. Lek,' a a toes, apples, urariLe,
and balial,a, Don't torget
rot fly dull and bring my
daddy sonit, iong stockings, too.
1.(11111; toy mother and sister some-
thing, t‘, J. 1 aho %%ant a picture of




Dear Santa Claus: Please bring
hie a guitar, a dull dresser, a great
A Lag dull, a lot of soldiers, a middle
Nue piano and a long cabin build-
tug set . Please bring me a Shirley
leniple picture In a frame, too.
Lots of love,
IdARILEE BEADLE
4 Dear Santa Claus. I am a little
girl in the third grade. I want you
A 1.. 1,1ing nie a troll ouggy, a new
...at, a pair of skates, lots of fueBALDRIDGE'S 5c 10c-25c STORE nuts. apples, oranges, candy.../i Liu not loiget 'nuttier and'














SOME BUSINESSES SPRING UP AND
FLOURISH OVER NIGHT AND GONE TO-
twkROW. BUT THAT HAS NOT BEEN
01'R FATE-WE IRE GLAD TO SAY.
WE APPRECIATE THE PRIVILEGE OF
SERVING THIS CCOMMUNITY FOR THE
PAST 30 YEARS AND HOPE YOU WILL
CONTINUE TO LOOK UPON I'S AS A DE-






Dear Santa Claus: I want a wind
up mechanical toy, a uater
a baby teddy bear, a cowboy doll.
and a Donald Duck wagon, a
streamlined tram, and a streav.-
lined wagon.
JOE PlGUE
Dearest Santa: I'm 90 glad :I's
time for you to corm again. Em
trying to be awfully good. Please
bring me a picture machine with a
motor in it, monopoly game, foot.
airport, bridge, spy glasses. sig.naLs
for my train, fountain pen, boot




Oear Santa. I am a little boy who
will be four years old Christmas
day. I hope you will be able to
bring me a cowboy suit, two guns.
a game, a tractor, and some fire
works. Also some fruit and candy.
Please don't forget my brother.a Tommie.
Your friend,
MAX LYNN VALENTINE
Dear Saada Please bring me a
punching bag. a bicycle, the right
saie for a boy each tyears old, a
magic picture gun. police set. a
Bork Jones air rifle, tinker toy set.
and anything else you hvae that
you think suitable for me
Your little friend,
THOMAS LCX3AN VALENTIN'S
Talk of a tunnel under the Eng is the greatest ever attempted here.
hnti ('lemisel in being revived The average Folton mun's ides
Perli'm new Illithvk tri 1)).4(1 .al. 11 ...' .)1)1)1(1.0111Ii I()
keep one step behind his .,i•I,beas
and two jumps ahead of the shadlit
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
a/ze the Masi Vteiti-i.
eitizatota4
Practical .. Economirid . Convenient . .landvortie
• • • Worth Having . . Flew:ant Reminders ol Your
Thoughtfulness . . Sur* tl Please . Highest Quality
Materials and Workmanship Assure Good Service .. Here































V ag Winn UPON'







Remember, the early shopper gets his choke GA
the- most attractive items and avoids that last-
minute scrainbk. So don't delay buying. GzAtaa
in today.
See Gifts Displayed by Your
Local Dealer or at
Our Loral Office
'Decorate Yoe. 'Doerii a) Fr er•
growla filth ilk' PI; (
kle.tro. 14gbil ( I r
ABE THOMPSON, Manage?







2 II hRE IOC WILL FIND COOKING
A
NEEDS, BAKING NEEDS, PLAY-A
: FIRING NEEDS  We are ready to
A
1
furnish you with all of them. Come in




Ask I's For particulars 2 PHONE 602 - 603
5 About Our HOLIDAY
TURKEY EVENT! HUNDREDS OF OTHER ITEMS
THAT MAKE XMAS COMPLETE;111ABORARNNABOOWOBtADMJCV.I4J4)424111101t
FRESH COCOANUTS -CHRISTMAS NUTS-FRESH STOCK AND A
LARGE VARIETY OF FIREWORKS FOR ALL - EVERYTHING TO
MAKE MERRY XMAS FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS -ORDER YOUR
INGREDIENTS HERE.
rimopposeempopoommiivervioseg4uweevvevNe‘wwxvetwigevemovemeicv.i.ec.vicigivirancv•vcvx
.1 pith s, all sizes at do:. 15e to 30c
Oi-anq s, Florida,
(IOZ(fl 15c. 20c. 25c and 30c
Bananas, good and ripe, doz. The
Raisins, Seedless, 2-lbs 15c
Syrup, La. Golden Gate, gal. 75c 11
Chanberry Sauce 10c and 1.e
Cake Flour, Swans Down, pkg. 33c 41
Fancy Boxed
late-Dipped Cherries 23e I
Candy, Choco-
BIG ASSORTMENT Chocolate Drop*, lb. 10cChristmas Mixed Hard Candies. lb. ;Ire
CHRISTMAS CANDIES Stick Candy, old fashion, asst. flavor, 2 lbs. :?Marshmallows, full pound to package, ea. I.)c
1,2,5 lb. Boxes Orange Slices, Bonbons. Peanut Brittle, etc.
einIPPIPIPPIPENINt- VIEW CIPPIPIPCIIVIVIPM‘Prt Wring lerigV "CCU 1111C4 WIC
CHEESE, Wisconsin Full Cream, 2 lbs. for
HAmt Armour's Slur or Swift's Premium,
Christmas Wrapped, small sizi. lb. 21c
BACON 'n Slab, Christmas Wrapped.Armour's Star or :0.9cSwift's Premi um. per pound
BACON. Sugar Cured. Sliced to Suit Customers. pound 26cExtra Fancy Cuts of Beef, Dressed Chickens and Turkeys. Co:. try Brims.
most any size, old fashioned cured, order note.











VI k Best Recipe--
Corned Beer Hash-Chop cold
°nuked curiae' beef rattier fine.
Pry an *mein in i little butter.
When done add beef, salt and pep
per to taste, moisten with left-over
gra y it you have it. If me, add
a little m,uter and a pace of but-
ter. Let cook until one side is
brown. turn over nad brown other
aide. on out lin hot platter,




Oilcloth is a satisnictory cover-
ing for the bottom of cupboard
drawers. It needs only to he wiped
ell with a damp cloth to freshen
it. . . A clotheepin may be used
for remetang food which has ad-
hered to pans and is much easier
to clean than a brush or pay . .
Soap the dish cloth hefore dipping
in cleaner when cleaning sooty
bottoms of kitchen ware. The




Gargling with peroxide is recom- j
mended for sore throat. Or use
one-half teaspoon soda dissolved in
half glass of warm water as a gar-
gle. An aspirin tablet dissolved
in water is an effertive gargle. (./r
use sit:t. s eegar
----
Tbe Sewing Room-
To distinguish cotton from linen,
place a drop of glycerine on the
material. If quickly absorbed and
the spot becomes Lukisparent. the
material is linen. n cotton the
glyeerine rolls up into one drop.
Another way is by tearing. Linen
will make a eharp. shrill sound and
tear hard, but the edges will be
smooth. Cotton %sill tear easily,
and the edges will curl.
A Beauty Hint-
To keep the hands soft and pret-
ty, rub with cornstarch befroe do-
ing work in the open air and they
will not chap. When sewing. if
you are troubled with perspiring
hands bathe them in strong alum
water or alcohol. Lemon juice is
still a favored hand-softener. Rub
diem wait it often.
An Inspiration-






Christmas Ire, and other ever-
green materia/s such as boughs and
roping used for Christmas decora-
tion are now me% ing out of the
New England section which is
known to be infested with the
gypey moth. Much of this material
FULTON COUNTY NEWS, b'ULTU.N, KENTUCKY
ill find Its way Into Kentucky • sp W ISDOM ,s.1 rse eltpeetll
where there is • real danger that
the moth, • serious menace to shade
and ornamental trees, may become
established.
The moth passes the whin r iii
the egg stage oil trees and shrubs.
Such materials are inspected be-
fore they leave the infested area
but that is to. guarantee that they
are fret• of gypsy eggs, since
there small egg masses may be
overlooked by the inspector.
As a safeguard against the es
tablishment of this pest in the
State all everspeen material used in
Christm,e; dec,rat,,,ps origin
is beyOliti the stnte gi.iiuduii y
shoultt be hurtled promptly when
remot cut from the hotiw. ..ays a
statement by Prof. W A. Price,
head the department of entomo-
logy at the University of Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station.
11 mot throw it on the dump or
otherwise discard it. If eggs are
on it they will hatch !Will spring
and in all probability the tooth will
have eittablished itself in that area
i he k ill:ors •• •
U .• 0111. Prolsrerli‘
1 1 II ti dt1\II
Vdi./041 I hilirrnall
  k;eruineta of the Ilepashite 
In Otle of frequently quoted state-
meres. ▪ Jetler...rti said that
'asp -culture. manufactuies and coin-
:Lace .. the pAlars of our ',reaper-
th.risal bei.t under the individual
enterprise of avreure Aineerans
Today Neeisinstoss appi-ars again to
be giving serlou• thought to that point
of view
t'ariou-s now mist I ounsiti-
eration. Wain to unleash me unamited
energy and ret•ources of the American
people. %stitch today, as in Je:Yerson's
nine, remain our greatest national
meet.
The effort behind thew IA to increase
employment empleyment %tech. Is.
cause it L11 pnehatuse in ,,beat esse
effet I, would s;).-rel the is heels of resew-
try by crcatio4 new and increas-
ing buying power to puri base and
consume (bent.
1l us It IN p:iumed to seel,inph.11 by
encouraging private enterprise- the sort
of enterprise that throughout our lila-
tor) has created not only jobs but a
great American nation
All citizens who nettle* that recovery
rests upon the principle of productive
work at fair wages for all who want It,
will hope that these measures emerge
In a form thie Is both sound and prac-
tical. All wUl hope that they fulfill UM
promise of expanded employment op-
portaniUes for both the American pee-
pie and their accumulated marinas.
For nutny months the prod.icUve
forces of America have been pinned
under the thumbs of office-holders.
Now, in these pr it is sux.ttenied
that they tr..C.' he th,. hands
of the Arun:tea ,:ree
that no cl:isti.tit i ,1
at  •• .11 to rob o;:- :e of this
pronuAni fir t!,,,,tIve use
‘,/. ',bar streng▪ th, their eneri: and ti i•ir
amines.
These, too, are Pillars of our Pros-
perity.
MK S
Maybe reckless drivers could be
cured by being sentemed to lead
the life of a pedestiiiin for a few
months at ii stretch
A recent goveinment sui vey
showed thy Texas birth rate de-
creased from 1931 to 1935 while the
death rate iticieweel
There ale over 40,000 short-wave
1;1111., operators in the U. S.
_
Iterel arra in Texas
elimhm the higgest tree in Atm Ica.
It is 10 feet in iliameter---und petit
lied
(Mu' way for a woman to prove ,
that she is eraty to get married Is
to become the blushing bride of a
man who has already had four
S. me women are creatures
habit Look at the Chwage beauty
show winner wit,, is now asking for
her eighth &sewer.
Most Fulton women always feu]
a lot better after a good cry. It not
enly get, Mows out of their sys-
tems, but out of their husbands,
too.
IN,tatees must be getting cheaper •
for several people living in the Ful-
ton territory. It ts reported that
they are again making the r anp- 1
eerance en kerosene cans











( A HELP 10I• WITH FOUR ELEC-
TRICAL PROBLEMS. A.VDW ILL BE
f;L.11) Tr) FIGURE WITH Vol'
ELECTRiCAL APPLIANCES MAKE
EXCELLENT GIFTS
Electrical Gifts are Useful! Useful. gifts bring
a double thank you from the Holiday Hostess.
We'v • a complete assortment of perfect electri-
oal gifts. Latest modern designs, smart features
to appeal by convenience and economy. Brighten
up your home with new electrical appliances
-make her homemaking easier.
Waffle Iron $3 00 to S5.50 Toasters
Curling Irons $2.75Percolators
sandwich Grills 53.25 to Sii.Q1 Heat Pads





NOMA XMAS TREE LIGHTS, per set :0c
City Electric
Shop













China tool Cimatlii art. soon to
conneeted by radio telegraph,
. _
Iiiihome plague has again hi, 'It
en old 111 Sumtithi Africa.
--
England issued inie billion post
t imp-. to commemorate her le
cent :4,11m:item
The averaco Fulton sventaii may
it heliete all she hears, hut that
doesn't keep her from repeating It
be
Don't get dieceuraged became.
this country no longer has a "Pub-
I le I.:111111Y NI. 1 ''The parole
beardm will soon furnish us one.
After all, the best way in the
ssc II Ii. cure the itch fur money
is to scratch for it
_ .
As SOtile Imsbanilm around Fulton.
VICW it, their WtVeS run everything
uthuit the hoitse hot trends
A 011111 taught good manners
it !Write flee& nil btsdc of etiquette
when it grows up
4amm...m.0•10.111W
The toughest Job of a politierain Still another nice thing about
is to find some way to correct a the wain in Ethiopia and China
mistake witheut admitting it,- made is ituibudy tl ght to write any
01141. dirty minims about them.
The Fulton father who wiints to
ta4 It I,' a haul Joh should It y con
sincing hut little boy that the saltily
idgebra us geing 1,0 he it great
help to tutu when he gete to be ii
man
V‘'I, ut u'uu-,itN Ili. 111141141 III this






of stiggemtion, do no,
M. pew Chreittii.e; hint
Fe 1 on 0141 tuners iecall 111;11
ih.,ie were not me ninny bootie MI
1'1111(1 raising In their eitrly days as
there are new Hut Mete were
mete woodsheds.
In this day of frequent divorces
there's more courting after mar-
riage than there is before.
Sc nie posiple's iir
is to buy a lot of inerrhanilise they
n11,, 't have to pay cash for.
The Fulton man with rips in his
and buttons off his clothes
..11olild either get married or get •
his/ ,rce
avistmas c3;fts •




Another difficult thing to under-
stand Is why a waffle simper will
get people IMO a Ch.M.!' foster than
II amid Net/flint
A New Yotk editor says "Worry-
ing won't help yeti," and thet makes
it rot M.011 114'1'1111Se nowt Of
11.4 u ;11111.11 111'1f. wet Iv tug
Th.. thing th.st ...la 4,..
1017 Is that they
1.:1‘..• III`W Al111.11.ATIs a
ilitince to get 'lull in the .1., I mar-
ket
- - -
Improved Heide ill China are five
tillieS as long as iii 11130
- --
Africa Is tut have 27 radio
bracer's to guide flying beats.
Cuba entertained more than 180.-
Ono tourists during the 1937 ..f.asort.
WANTED: Man with can to teas
over profitable Haw leirli Route.
established ruet rs sales ware.*
up this year. !tIrist he satlidled
with earnings of $311 a arch to
start. Write Itawlelater, Mpg.
EV1.112- 101, Ereciwirt,
• •





1±.-T DIAMONDS . . . .
‘)
BULOVA Watches .
  SILVERWARE . . .
t .









‘.. 1 f3 ,na
' . 
is no gift so procio,..
as a dependable lamapiec.
. none that lives so long
in useful service.
Select a Buloval Regard-
'ess of the price you pay,
it will be true to its trust,
to tell time, on time,
throughout the years.
STUD SITS
GNI ela and se,ds ale
01.0y, .•lco.to Iii
• I I gvIt 1200
$39.75
Perfectly matched (re
these A splendid en-






large, fell cut diamond
with matching duo-
monds in a beaufilel
meting
'1VEMIti-"r4r4r:1`
AgiSS AMERICA GOODISS, ait nut
'2475
Small, slender, beouto.
bully engraxed, in the








A reel I. 010 .01...0 See




Na brush, lotis•r or
*NSW reqwered A WO-
ful proci.col











n thisr sidemcai ched a
MARTHA WASHINGTON
14250
17 iftwelsi found, elseu
as a chine, crud in ero'
two sparkling diamonds'
!TONS $ST INNIS
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.4 better selection of
FINE JEWELRY
.41 the Lowest Prices LINDSEIIS
1;,s Cid(' square
MAYFIELD



































 41114/014.1141001111111 1 41,441511211101i,
WORLD WWII TOBACCO
AND COMMERCE NEWS
:I districts di which the plant-
ing of tobacco is m1(1111,1- 1/1'41 in
Peril 111.1 1111 111 1115' 1S14/1 5.114.r11 iie
t11,11 1,r 151115 country, 141111. lin the
eisist and twii iii the mountains,
curb ipronitieing ‘4 different type
Imily a Itohpet.. otage 4 ,1
Pr•IIIVIan Iroira/aliott 4,1 1, SHIll 115155
1111111,14.41 5,/ 1 /14. 11.',' ./1 1,111.11 11111.
11.11 tI. 141 1111' 141W /II/ / 11171•4/1/0.1, 51)41(41
1,5 011' tIll) .4' II 544'1141 111
An estimate of the Ilulgarian to-
bacco crop of 1937 lilacs-, the acre-
' lire hem lo to 211 loci cent hclow the
clop “r i9931;, ill vdirell veal 11
rformn—,,,"
FULTON COUNTY NEWS FULTON, KEN 'I K
4111,5 14/ hay(' rf11151/•11 itt,PlIrPIMIVI•
11111 mill idle' I development.
Union; on ihe Sliiiiitting Flue
Clued li•af tobacco unlike's gradu•
ally opened 111.1 thiiuuuip thi, 4.41411(11
ivcck 41 Niivembei, 1 1537 by both
haeleti niteiests mot It few lonelier
(1111a-iv &ale' s, Wall tit farm-
er. aiciaging around II cents Chin





Light enhored kiwi,* in (lark ciV
1 Id 111 4' 1,15.5115 4,1 laid farm-
AS (LOSE AS
YOUR PHONE 1
Avoid iii.-case! Send your Laundry and Dry
Clpaning to Us, ‘vilvre it will r-






If you are in need or money, we are making
short-time loans. We invite you to consult us, as
we can help you solve your financial problems.
LOANS MADE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
•• 1
tiltICK SERVICE
JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.
PJ'El?../E7-r-P__rararWRIE
Electrical App.-Lir:sees and Contracting see
• CITf ElfORK SHOP
oWs ma lake care of yam siairtrical troubles"
Bleetrieal Applianam, Repair ssesrtee and 1 autraating
Satinfaatioa Guaranteed. We bare bad 14 Iv ears
experfeenee in e teeter* maawbeisaace surd
•••r•rNire %ark 4
• CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
JOHN BRANNOCK. Prep.
WALNUT STREET II S 111`.. KV
•4'
CLEAN AND WHITEN TEETH
with Caloy, the Otrygen
the bidden crevices between . • .. • !, • • • i
Inc Protects the foals and 1.• •• • • •
TRY CALOX AT OUR EXI;F:..r
Wu* caios will do f ,f your fl.e•,1 -
700IDyOtir Olen hon., at our expe!...e • I.il
coupon with IMMO and eddrete and mall it tout. you
coke aboolutely free • teat Cenci Cal OX TOOTH POWDER,this posed., more end mom poopir* are wring every cla•
IFRTIt TRIAL COUPON 
AkK*.••0 .11 Robton•.11ne F•4r5e!4.1' D•rt A N




WE are prepared to write a policy to cover any
and all of your insurance needs. We repre-
sent only the best and long established com-
panies. No obligation on your part when you
ask for our representative to call.
ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
LAKE 22 PHONE No. 5 FULTON, KY.
Or
Ina.
Tone to start planning (of 1931i
Chi Minas, the Now Yea' and
spring is near
What, no eggs for that Clitistmas
ciiki ' 111•11, S1411 if the hew. 111'0
1.54.1 I mg propci. attention.
Sliest erosion is " the thief al the
wilt'. that steals the fertile top
fiimi thousands or Tutio,...•. ,
Nom..
A farmer cannot proilia•e a 541
0111' by working tally I'll) days,'
V4,11' 1111 more than his city cousin,
who works in It farlOry.
WIII14•1' loll it Waal arm is riot a
11111 uI 11114q111114. T111. Al1eC194AfIll
faft114- 1' makes every week-day (saint
with productive labor.
It is not always the most expen-
fccil that pots the ill) St pound:,
on Faith. A ..tiaw alfalfa mixtine
ha. been found to Ill nit cxuellent
!allot) for wintering cattle.
A farm 'program that conserves
the soil and tuitiilitlsIIi it balanced
„imply of food and fiber at fair
prices to the producer is just as iiii-
portimt to the of IV, to the
farmer Think it 4,VI'r
Tin.' 14110 I III the terrace III TI'll-
1I4'SS(.1. Agriculture is the title of the
114 - 15.' 1)1114 iratimi, No 210.5. is‘Anst liy
Slit' II. 'I'. Agricultural Extetroon
SVI'v1(1.,
It 5)0y..4 to know your cows. A
tobil of 252 dairymen in the state
111/W 511/VI• 041 cows in test in 13
Dairy Ilerd Improvement Associa-
low., an increase of 207 per cent
liver last year.
- - - -
LEARN WIlY PULLETS
FAIL TO LAY WELL
Where hens are not laying satis-
factorily, flock owners advised by
Sits- Kentucky College of Agriculture
in "Poultry Pointers for December"
pi tisk themselves the following
questions:
Are there culls or immature pul-
lets in the flock?
I.; the ration well-balanced?
Do the birds have access to green
feed and to all of the available
!oilstone'
IN) the birds appear drowsy or
light in weight'
Do the birds have colds or roup?
Is a wet mash fed at noon?
Is there an abundant supply of
fresh water?
tine is the cost, and the other is
the cooilition of the PWOrr AM they
14111)1 ''ituli wilitei NI slievianiin who
hopes for A1111 s with sheep should
approaili thi. winter season W10'10111
II 111.4.1Ul supply of the light suit of
feed Hi. should have green feed or
silage, wheat bran, linseed meal tIt'
motto:sem, corn, oats or wheat, or ii
-intimation of the three {night
Ii Ii bay cut early and well cured
is also reciimmeniled
A well fed sheep seldom gets
sick, Mr Flatter v says i!rowth
Ill the 1.4111411 111111 till' Vitality of till ,
lamb is dependen wt 'on the •
o ef ' vil given A mineral mix1,.
romposed of steak 100 e tIll/il, pill
vertyorl lime, wiaof and ashes
salt, alsii inio allevi„,.
condition la ingnig .111 lilt fill thlinY
deaths ,,r .11,r1 10111Io: just be-
fore or at lambing tout', Mr Flan-
iely states
f )nr, iortitui to( gotta, rich, well
or1I14.1 hay should hp given each
evce a day as as the firq heavy
foist appears. This should be in-
creased to two pounds daily with
the arrival of cold weather and as
11111111 LIS foal' pounds II III•all Wh011
IIII•to Is a blanket of anow.
A mixture of oats, corn and wheat
liran is better than pist corn for
hri•eding ewes. The protoirtioo
hould he one-half corn. a fourth
oats, and fine fourth wheat bran
or crushed whole wheat if avail
able From one to two pounds a
day is suggested.
HORSES AND MULES HIGH.
Horse and mule prices this year
have been the highest since 1920,
according to the Kentucky College
of Agriculture. The supply of work
stock is relatively small, (and it is
thought that good prices will con-
tinue for several years. Tract
and trucks continue to rep.• •
horses and mules, but at a slowef
' rate than in the past 15 years,
than a fourth of the farms L.-
tractors.
BREEDING FLOCK NEEDS
PROPER CARE AND FRED
There are two factors to he con-
lered in winter feeding of grain'
• breeding ewes. states C. C. Flan-
eep husbandry.
v. LT -T. Extension specialist in
Eagy To tie Pvio.taLen Abool
STOMACH TROUBLE
1• .,rri
truth about ULCERS. 'A.S. ACID.
INDIGESTION.
constipation, etc., due to excess a
FREE UDGA Booklet contains f
of interest. The9th edition, rust o!!
press.mayprove your first step tol
'aystomachcomfort!Clq_ithistorvi,
‘ou to ask for the UDGA Booki. •
OWL DRUG COMPANY
DR. SELDOM COHN
"til! ViAnut St., Fulton. Ky.
Ey( , Ear, Nose, Throat
SPECIAL
ATTENTION
To the accurate fitting
of eye glasses.
OFEEllE HOURS:





















MM. J. C. YATES.
Laid? Asaistast.
The postoffice department esti
mates its revenue from stamp col-











Individual attention to every
specific detail is our way of








Liquid Tablets, first day
Salve, Nose Drops Headache, 30 min.
Try "Rob.My-71sm"
World's Best liniment
DEFINITE REL IEF OR
MONEY BACK
tit- II k L4.-1 lii) rii.a ("kr .-r•
t" 11410 Isr”r•IPt, definite -ill I
th,,Ivrolds of rafts of $IMmamcli mod
Disedonel %Atom due On tenors:3i
tty. •ri 101111. forms of 5tornarA /
oros olo••• to germs Add SOLD OR






• 1 I: 1I4' IN, YEAR OUT
—NIT AT—
LOWE'S CAFE a
Vsters are in Season Lake St., Fulton, Ky.
1)11V .4 Nn ,NiGHT SER V/CE
1111111MAir,SID 4 A • •e•r . vv. It: *Mr . treat:.
GIVE AN
RIST-ARCH- $3.95
There's an logs' road I
for wires member
of the ltiihIy —
wstehrs fair lacliet,
wrist or handbag at
prices from 131.25.
You can buy them




Stop in at our place and get a good bowl of
CHILI or SOUP—SANDWICHES





Authorized Iron Fireman Dealer












































Do nut say, "Four and three is
iniven." Say "Four and three are
green"; there are two subject
nouns "Four plus three is seven"
in correct, four being the singular
dirabieet.
Do not say, "I became enthused
about it." Say "I btewme enthusi-
astic about it." Enthused is char-
acterized by some authorities as
colloquial, by others ue.,alsingee
Do not say, "This is a secret be-
tween )('ii and "This is a secret
FULTON COUNTY /4 1ilitS, FULTON, KIANTUCKY
between you and me" is cornice
both profit/411S being objects of
the preposition between
Du not say. "The affeet of the
news was remarkahle " Say "The
effect of the news was 11911411k-
able " "I was deeply affected by
the news"
Do not say "There aren't but ten
hoy in the room." Say 'There are
nut teu boys in the room." Not
but forms a double lagative.
..epo not say "I am going to try
mid see you next week •' Say "I




AND NEW YEARS DAY !
1_11 .
.
EOM DesTateca rates Lot talks
Made between ptents within
OS United States. on bosh
awistwiai and New Year's
alloys. will be reduced.
The low inngtit rates that are
now in effect every night after
seven and on Sundays will ap
ply on both person-to-person
and station -to-station calls
made Christmas day and New
Year's day.
If you can't be with out-of-
town relatives and friervls you
can "voice visit"




















7 P. M. Friday until 4:90 A. M.
Monday, on bosh the avast-
mas and New Year week -ends.
and obtain the low rates.
Take advantage of this op-
portunity to make both Christ-
mas day and New Years day
this year a time of greater hap-
piness for your loved ones and
friends as well as yourself.
With these special low rates in
effect you can talk a distance
of 100 miles for 40c; 500 miles
$1.10; 1,000 miles $1./05, and
greater or less dis-
tances at a corre-
spondingly low
cost when using
station - to • station
service. Person • to.
Person service is
slightly higher.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.




Railroads have 1 een pav in,' more for what
they have to buy and charglng le- s tor ub
they lia‘e to sell.
In order to balince co-ts and price- of Iran --
portation, it is necessarv to increase freigh:
rates roundly 13 per cent. When the. rates are
thus increased. they will -till average about
15 per cent less than II,. v were immediatch
following war-tinie federal control.
There is only one alternative to increasing
the rates. That is to reibi, e payrolls and pur•
ebases. which contitute the expenditures to
the railroad,.
Nobod% %%ant, to see that happen and 111;•
emplov mem increased. Railroads -hoold relie‘
instead Of add to unemployment in their own
ranks and-- through purchases-- in tithe'
lines of busines-.
This statement is made in tlo. csinti.lent behrt
that the American people in their own iffierr-
will approve the choice between these tw.,
alternatives which the railroads are making.
Pres‘o.l,n1
ILUNOIS CENTRAL S l I \I
Weeds Often aillsproiaoeareel
Longevity. Pronounced lon jay-
l-te u as in on, e as In bed, both
l's as in it, accent second syllable
and nut long-gev.i.U.
Incognito. Pronounce in-kug-ni-
to, both i's as in it, first o as in of,
second in as in no, and accent sec-
ond syllable.
Maraschino. Pronounce mares-
ske-no, first ii as in at, second a
unstressed, e as to me, principal
accent on third syllable.
Data. Pronounce data, first a as
in day (not as in at), second u as
in ask unstressed.
Naphtha. Pronounce naf-tha(not
naptha), first a as in at, second a
as in ask unstressed. accent first
syllable.
Interested and interesting. The
only accent is on the first syllable,
• not the first and third as so otter
heard
Words Often Misspelled
All right; two words, not alright.
Truly; not truely.
Complexion; not complection.




"Use a word three times and it
is yours" Let us increase our vo-
cabulary by mastering one word
every day. Words for this lesson:
MUTABILITY; quality or state
of being subject to change. "The
mutability of man's laws are un-
like the immutable kW Of God -
INTREPID; bold; fearless; der-
ins; dauntless. "He deserves a
place among the intrepid pioneers
of history."
DORMANT; asleep, or as if a-
sleep; hence inactive. "His dor-
mant passions were aroused." "All
vegetation was dormant."
PERSPICUITY; clearness of ex-
pression or thought "Perspicuity
should be one of the first merits of
a writer or speaker."
OBVIOUS; easily discovered,
seen, or understood. "My reason
for this action is obvious."
EXPEDITE; to hasten the prs
gress of. "We can expedite mat-
ters by beginning the work im-
mediately."
THE FARM AND HOME
Fireplaces to be safe require
scrt.ens that completely covvr the
opnmg. A hole an inch across may
let through a spark that will result
in a destructive fire. Sparks also
set clothing afire and restilt in
deaths.
No one can decide at 20 the kind
of clothes she Ica ks best in and
continue to loko well in the same
kind at 45 A slim, dark-complex-
ioned girl with black hair and deep
aparklp eyea may look well in
browns and oranges. At 5 her type
is entirely different.
Where there is a windbreak,
bees in Kentucky often go through
winter with, other protection.
The College of Agriculture, how-
. ver advises some protection, and
will furnish directions for making
' individual thiV7 shields of roofing
paper.
When baking with sour milk cr
goer cream. use the smallest amount
of soda that will neutralize the
acid. A half of a level teaspoon of
soda for each cup of clabbered milk
or cream is sufficient. For milk
just turning sour, half that much
may it
Mint sauce: Mix half of a i.
ei all of t :our aral init-gar, 1 1-2
tahle,poons of sugar and a half of
teaapoon of salt ;Ind bring to boil-
nt lielnove from fire, add 2
tablesja ,ons of freshly chopped
mint leaves. and allow the .-auce to
stand three or four hours.
In piping water to farm homes.
in the mstlalation pressure sys-
tems. be sure the lines are des';
enough in the ground 'Ai prevent
fret-,' rug. This usually means at
least 2 feet in the southern part
Kentucky to 3 1-2 feet in the north-
''Ill part
A WORD OF WISDOM
We are not trying to tell you
sour business, or regulate your af-
fairs, but a sensible suggestion is
never out of place—and here is a
; timely and sensible one. Before
: you are tempted to answer the al-
luring mail-order ads offering
Christmas gifts or holiday goods.
wait a little while and see what
local merchants will have to offer
you. They will no doubt slum
about the same type of goods, and
there's always the chance you wI
see something here at home you will
want more than you'll want the
mailearler merchandise after it
gets here. It's only home-town Icy -
any to do this, but for your own
satisfaction, and with a view ts
making your own Christmas a hap-
pier one, it's the sensible thing ta
do. It won't be long now tool;
local merchants will be displaying
their holiday wares, and advortis
ins them. So be patient, be loyal
to your home-town, and be eco-
nomical at the genie time. Let the
mail-order ads go this year and buy
all your Christmas merchandise
hight here at home.
•Brief Thoughts•
Alfalfa, introduced in California
during the gold rush, now pays
fanners of that state $30,000,000
annually.
Glass bottles so shaped they car,
be stacked on top of each lithe:
have been invented by a ('aliforms
man.
'Mere is an average of 7.2 auto
mobiles in every 10 hornet; ill this.
States.
YOU CAN THROW CARDS
IN HIS FACE
ONCE 1, 11 OFTEN
WIlPS \ 1‘.
%44hr 1441'14.141ari, ''ii ,I.to 1 1.1k.. if 1014oh l 1111. Maul )4.11 14.11..
f111/.1.41141 Cal. I 844••1/4knew !Haw/ )4.1/ feel for tla. sltuplaroason dant ha, a. a man.
A Iltro,4marter VW, 111111' 1101110 alb, at all If stio nags 1...r ham-I stint amovit 001 g viqw•111010h
P',,, thrls• allWrallOTIS  ai.inan
hats t01.1 4110111,7 how to Kg, "quill.
mu Iltro.otli' %sill 1.).lia Pink-!ISM'S V41•14•1111,  P...111.1 Ithelps Naturto Is,.,,  an Liu. s$ mem.
Llius1.11.11•11.11X disnnuti.rt• fromthe functional dlsorol..rs whichwoman mast rialun• iii tho throwsortlraJa uir, i Tortillas tramsttrltuwwl to womanhood. 2. Pre-paring tor mairartioiat 3. A9-',roar/ling "uthlillt• stiM "
Don't In.. a tfins,marter wife.take LYDIA
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Keep America
Out of War
BY BALLOTS • • 6 NOT BULLETS
•
This ballot is offered to tlu readers of The
Fulton County A. C 1114 in support of a nationwide
"Peace-for-America" campaign being conducted
by the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the II. S.
The purpose of this campaign is to provide
Congress with tangible proof, in the form of 2.;
million signatures of citizens voters, that the
people of this nation want America to keep out
of war.
1.01' ('.1N BIT FOR PEACE BY
1ILIN(, This Ballot PROPERLY SIGNE!)
‘'ETF:RANs OF FOREIGN WARS OF C. S.
care of THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS,
FULTON, KENTUCKY.




7'his Space Is Dedicated to the Cause of Peace












ELGIN WRIST WATCHES FOR LADIES, MISSES AND GENTS
1MOND RINGS FINE GOLD RINGS
CHINA, BEAI.TIFUL SILVERW.1RE, FINE
C RI ST ALIV ARE—COM P ACTS„VANICURE
SETS, GENTS TRAVELING SETS.
•Gitta for Ereryone in the Family
M. F. DeMyer & Son
JEWELERS SINCE 1881













































• Williams or Fitch's. Gift Sets
• ..;parklet Syphons
• :-;afety Razors • Electric Razor,
• I'ig-arette Lighters
• Yardley's Shaving Sets
• Parker or Wahl Fountain Pen
and Pencil Sets
GIFTS FOR "HER"





• Kodak,: and Supplies
• Comb, Brush and Mirror Sets
• Evening- In Paris Gift Sets
• Parker or Wahl Fountain Pen
and Pencil Sets
• 'IOWA' Ca nily
• Stat ionery
OComplete Line of Tags, Seals and Ribbon
*Never has our 'stock of Gift Goods been more complete--and we are ehouing the leading andpopular inerchande-e that is both practical and appealing as Gala. Theee product.., make it easyto give something really nice that will he appreciated.
DeMTER DRUG CO.
"HEART OF LAKE STREET"



















































papaw —.warm, WOWS. 401141100......454
MRS. MYRICK HONORED
•
Mrs. Kale Myrick was pleasiiiin.
surprised S lay when a numbei
uf friends, neighbors and relative!.
gathered at her home in limier of
her fifty-seventh birthday. ste:s:•444-4-4-:-••••:•••••!:•!4-ess.-.••.-.
About thirty iirilved patty in the
each one brought
lee:Icet Of feed. At 11(W1 11
11,t11.1 was si‘rvi.11








Fourth St. Fulton, Ky.
2111111.0111.1111"."-
,
FULTON COUNTY NEWS F1'I,ToN, K ENTUCKY
• N11,0 ,s1.11PKINS SAYS r9




gift. Santa ought to
know, because he has
been bringing folks
the grandest pres-
ents in town from our store. This year




sure to see the newest in ELGIN, GRUEN and 
a
HAMILTON watches for ladies and gentlemen.
we're
before
Better heed Santa's advice and come in today.
Ask about our convenient LAY-AWAY plan.
ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE






44 :iiNT the dells beautiful?"Ai___. ,,,,•himit.‘, J. to her
ga,,,i iu,ori
the I- , . i i 1 I .. t of tii., "Two
r.'It Ii. 1 ;. ,i ' • i ii I Hi,... {Odell 1)i..,1,.
11:1.1 lit ,k`11.11 (1,,t11 SiInt:1 ert ,
"TheN are quite the lovtliest I
have evcr seen," spoke mother. "1
lieheve that you have put your
vet). heart and soul into their Prili-
toning.-
Joan had spent many days and
nights, tioi, stitching a loving holi-
day thought into each tiny garment.
The dainty materials had been
transformed into things of beauty.
The dresses of pale blue silk with
bonnets and slippers to match, bad
proclaimed them the "Two Little
Dolls in Blue!"
"Oh, won't Dot love them!"
beamed Joan, as she again eyed the
dolls from head to foot with a happy
smile of complete satisfaction.
"I dare say this will be her hap-
piest Christmas, one that she will
never forget," said mother.
0 Christmas eve, with its bright
lights and cheer, was in full prog-
ress and the two
little dolls in blue
were being fon-
dled by one of the
happiest little




gan singing a lul-




was such an ador-
able sight that the
others had stopped
their celebrations and were beam-
ing upon her with transformed emo-
tion.
The spell was broken when Doro-
thy May suddenly stopped singing
and called out, "What shall I name
the 'two little dolls in blue'?"
"Well," said Joan, smiling
thoughtfully, "since they are
dressed in blue and are two vet7Important little ladies, why not call
one Alice Blue and the other Elinor




. ; On Christmas morning in another'-• I house around the corner, Bonny•-4 , Jean awoke with the Joy of the hol-iday and shouted, "Mother, did San-ta come and did he bring me abig baby doll with curls and eyesthat open and shut?"
"Yes, dearie, Santa came andbrought you a very pretty doll."
e 
d.
e Is Your Car Serviced I,fr
e 
F For Winter Weather? os
di., 








Freezing winter weather means your car must
be in good condition. Don't be caught off guard!
Call on us to supply those winter accessories to
make your driving safe, convenient and com-
fortable. We are fully equipped to take care of
every type of service and repair work.
"LINE-UP" WITH BEAR
Let Us Install .4 New
ARVIN HEATERtor: On Your Car
•wILLARD BATTERIES
Make Starting Easier
• All Work Guaranteed
; Brady Bros. Garage
Then spying it, seated beneaththe tree dressed in scarlet finery,Bonny Jean clasped it to her breast.Upon close inspection she soonlearned that it was the same sortof doll she had always received,only with new features.
Just as she was about to burstinto protest at her bitter disappoint-ment there came a rap upon thedoor and a kindly neighbor was say-ing, "Merry Christmas." Then witha happy smile—
"What is the matter, little girl?Hasn't Santa Claus come yet?"
"Oh, yes, he came, but he broughtme the same old rag doll again. Ithought sure it would be a real one,this year, because I'm nine, you'see.•'
"Oh, I am so sorry," said DorothyMay, with true feeling and thinkingof the two beauti-
ful dolls which
Santa had left for




very lovely to her
mother.
They all went
right over to the





all about the rag
doll when she glimpsed the greattree through the holly wreaths tathe window. But when she sow thetwo little dolls in blue sitting be-Death Pt her Joy was unbounded. Sheclapped her hands and danced withglee. "Such darling dolls!" shegasped, breathlessly.
"Their names are Abe* Blue andEleanor Blue," said their little mis-tress. proudly.
"I want to give you one of them,Bonny Jean; which do you like?"With unbelievable surprise, hereyes fairly dancing with Joy, sheclasped the beautiful doll in herarms and asked. "Is—it—really—mine—for--keeps""
"Really and truly for keeps," saidDot.
Dorothy May explained it all toher mother after the happy littlegirl had left, that somehow she Justdid not miss Eleanor Blue verymuch when she saw how happy shehad made Ronny Jean.
In her heart she felt that it wastruly "more blessed to give than I*receive. and hugging ths one littledoll closet'', she whispered, "Mee.20 If Cliristinas, Alice Blue."• stew..,  newswires those.ilk:WigiVtAMCCCEV,0 *:lit;b:EtIECEW:Clig%3 001•11110111104101111104.111
Now is the time to begin liret,11
ing cows for fall freshening
A good way to reduce farm laber
coeta is to increase soil fertility
Careful preparation of the soil
before the seeds are planted saw's
t winy hours of labor in the cult,
villein of the crops later 11/).
- --
1937 is the 7501 antlIVI'll;.`ry of
the foim.lini.; of the tiouvil State:,
Iiopa:linent Agneultuli, awl the
pa -age of the land grant college
t
_
'ii 1114' is the 'lipid use inu,
sloping limil 'riveted as 11
prIStU re. yields an abundance oi
expensive feed and binds the
against erosion.
Hogs that are fattened quickly
a weight of 1150 to 220 pounds pro
duce the best quality of bacon
Heavier hogs contain too much fat
to give the desired flavor.
Under good care and treatment
it takes about one-half of the feed
a cow can consume to maintain her
body. If she is given only a half-
ration she has nothing left from
which to make milk.
41411rok
CHRISTMAS SPECIALP
OSWKOSH BiG0111 CVERA1LS $1,41.9
WASHINGTON DEE LEE OVERALLS $1.00
COTTON BLANKETS "" $1.00
• VISIT OUR STORE •
L. KASNOW
(, 1 F1' 11 E I) Q 11? 1. s
011110PVCreicsistkeereleiztorczereicte.:soc:set.ceseeteieteirccewerces..wimeisiresegeIt is estimated that land perma-
nently ruined by erosion within
the last 100 years in the United
States is equal in area to all the
farmland in two of the large mid-
western agricultural states.
The size of the farm business not
only depends upon the number id
acres but the kind and amount of
crops and livestock produced.
Higher yields per acre and higher
production per animal are neces-
sary to higher income on most
farms.
Water is as necessary to the
farmer as soil. Without it no crop
will grow, no living thing can sur-
vive, yet many farmers are wast-
ing their water resources as they
are wasting their soil. Careless
farming practices alllow water to
run rapidly off the land instead of
sinking into the earth to nourish
the growth of crops and grasses.
Mr and Mrs. Paul James spent
Sunday in Humboldt, Tenn., with
the former's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. William Irvin Bell V
of Paducah spent Sunday in Ful-
tonwith the former's parents.
•The succes:, 01 your feast lies in the food—
so don't take chances, get your festive foods
irom the BROKEN DOLLAR GROCERY. You
can be sure of FAIR PRICES and HIGH
QUALITY.
FRUITS • VEGETABLES 'NUTS °CANDIES
FIREWORKS
FOR THEHOLIDA IS.
At the Old "Broken Dollar" Prices.
Broken Dollar
GROCERY
200 Church St. E. F. Truett, Prop. Fulton, Ky.
.1,343VVVCCO.',4.VVO!VelY61134V4'0'iViVrVCC4VC4V4!4!0!0'401131
ITIOTORISTS
IF HE'S PROUD OF HIS CAR THEN HE'D BE PROUD OF
H. Read Motor Co.'s
AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES
.4 /*TO HEATERS
The Arvin Heaters. Three
sizes priced up from 19.9S
and installation FREE.
FLOOR MATS
For moat make ears They
keep the ear much 14 arrner





_II TO HORA s
‘ke hase the horns that
mitind different and will
please yea. Get one
SEAT COVERS and
Radiator Covers
For eeeafort and beast', let
us equip your ear nos
Seat Covers S2 25 op. Via








BUT. BEST OF ALL—WHI NOT GIVE THEFAMILY ONE Or THE VEW 191S
Come in NOW and s e the new
models. Drive them. Test them
and then when Old Santa gets
on his way be sure he has one
for the family. They are the
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aEgett through the old
trunk for the Christmas
decorutions. Sighod, and ako felt
ashamed. For why should she he
lonely, with two tine grown sons,
successful enough to satisfy any
mother?
But Mrs. Greene missed her
tousled-beaded lads, and as she fin-
gered the battered drum, the out-
grown mittens, the books and souve-
nire, she felt a deep pang that no
one needed her any longer.
She found the decorations and
bustled down. Mary, the house-
keeper the boys pi.ivided, had fin-
ished. There was really nothing left
to be done. She thought of other
tired Christmas eves. nod could
stand the oppression of memories I
no longer. "I'm going out," she
said, and with no other explanation
set out into the night.
It was crisp and starlit, and she
walked far. The light and warmth
of a cafe attracted her, and she •
stopped for tea. Over the rim ofher teacup her eyes met those of a
small boy just outside the window.
He drew back shyly, leaving a moist
S • spot where his nose had touched the
pane. He looked very hungry, not2
just the healthy hunger which her
eons had brought home from school,
but as though he were really in
need. Mrs. Greene smiled and beck-
oned. "Come in," she invited. The
boy shook his head, started to go,
but the temptation of warmth and
food was too much.
"That's better," Mrs. Greene ap-
proved, when he was seated oppo-
site her, with a great bowl of soup.
"I just needed someone to talk to."
And before long she had heard the
boy's whole story. Having no folks,
he lived with an uncle, but he want-






A Second street after a honeymoon to
a
seminammunnusa California and the many interest-






k self trimmed Sport Coats ot
100,1 Camel's hair fleece in
all bright shades of rust.
green, grey and wine at
Others to
12.qq





pressed against the window pane
The boy saw them first. "Look.
Daddy, Mamma!" he shouted and
pointed to the window. "There are
I two children out there. Bring them
in. Daddy; give them sonic of our
Christmas." And the little girl
clapped her hands and cried: "CA.,
do, Daddy, it's cold out there!"
When they were brought in look-
ing rather scared, but glad. I was
so happy I almost shook iry baub:cs
off. Then Mother made music on
• big box with shining keys and
everyone sang Christmas carols.
Then Father told the old story of
the Shepherds and the Star that led
to the Christ Child. Then • jolly
man with a red coat and a pack on
his back gave everyone presents,
Including the little strangers. There
were candies and nuts, plenty tot
'all, and such • btbble of happy
voices. I felt this thrill of it myself






411 Jocite 11.1ebb Pearson
s,
kNI a happy 
I 
little tree. I stand 
beside the front entraner of •
white cottage oo a quiet street.
Each Chrietmgs time I bloom out
In beautiful (idol . 1 Now,, and all
who pass share toy beauty unit
catch something it the joy of Christ-
mas.
DUI I was not always happy like
this. Once I lived in a great forest,
surrounded by trees so tall I could
only catch • glimpse of the blue sky
above me, and I felt very small and
lonely. I, too, wanted to be tall; to
look out on the big world like the
others and feel the sun shining
through my branches. I would
stretch out my limbs as far as I
could, and send my roots deeper in-
to the earth, but my progress was
so slow I grew discouraged.
On., day I saw a man and • boy
coming through the forest. The man
carried something over his shoulder V
and they seemed to be looking
for something. Then the boy saw
me arid cried: "Look, father, there
Is nod the tree we %ant.- He ran
over to me and fairly hugged me in
his eagerness. The man looked ma
over. "Fine." he said. But when '
he began digging with the thing he
had carried on his shoulder I be- ,
gan to tremble. I felt my roots
snap one by one and soon I lay a
tumbled heap on the ground. Life
seemed over for me.
Next I was tied to • funny looking
thing on wheels, that sputtered and
growled when the man and boy
climbed in and we started off down
a twisty little road that wound
through the forest, then out on a
big shining highviay until we came
to a wide drivev:ay that led through
• sloping lawn to a white cottage. ,
Here I was untied and put into a
large earthen jar filled with sand
and carried into the house, and set
Ui a corner of • big room beside •
sunny window. Oh, the joy of hav-
ing the sun on my branches. I be-





In a big mirror opposite I could
watch the man as he fastened me
upright. Then he put a string of ,
Tao Little Faces Pressed Against
the Window Pane.
lights from my top to my toe
whistling softly as he worked. Then
I heard a door open and a rush of
feet—a little boy and a girl dashed
.• ta the room crying: "Mamma,
quick, and see our Christmas
tree." They clapped their hands
and danced about me. Soon the
r-.other came with a box fillet: with
ming lovely thiri7s and my plain
. • een dress as covered with
arkling jewels. I hardly dared
icok in the nurior for I remem-
bered I was crly a humble tree
after all, and vih:,t I saw could not
be me at all; li.t t! c great silver
star on my torrost branch made
me feel very hn y. I seemed to
draw courage from just looking at
it
After a time I was left to myself.
I was glad, as I needed to rest up
a bit and get used to my strange
surroundings. It grew dark outside
and snow was falling; but inside
my star shone and a quiet peace
came over me.
THE PRACTICAL HOLIDAY GIFTS
THE SEASON'S SMARTEST
1 OXFORDS, TIES, STRAPS
Fry's Shoe Store
A E STREET FULTON, KY.
Mr and Mrs Fred Dunn return- '
ed last week end to their home on
SAVINGS ON Then 
once more the doors opened
and a merry group of people came
in. This time there were Father
and Grandfather and Grandmother,
too; and Mother leading the little
boy and girl. Everyone was saying
how lovely I was; but I did not want
A them to look at me. I wanted them
to see two little faces outside1






1 roid /he Moth
FM? EVERYONE ON YOUR GIF7' LIST!
CHRISTMAS GIFTS A WOMAN IV .1 NTS . . .




liou,c Slippers — Toilet
several smart styles. salts,
Large assortment for soap





69(' and /9( 69(' and 91r 49( 8"an 9 c'd
CHRISTMAS GIFTS A MAN EXPECTS ,





Suede Jacket's — all
the comfort and
*annlh you ran OM
Suede, from—








merit of dolls. Sleep's
dolls. retsy Weiss,
lolls and rubber dolls
49(' and 98c
Gloves — sturdy pig-skin's in grey, black





get..., guns, trains, etc.
49e .00and I
• Large Assortment of Handkerchiefs for Mtn.
Packed in Christman boxes if desired.
Housecoats
beautiful tat lit.,
Sizes It to ,o
$5.95





slip - oven, twin

















4th & Lake Ext. Phone 93
Spech2
VAT WALKER—WRITE HORSE
AND OTHER SCOTCH WHISKIES
MEXIt'AN TEQUILA—RUSSIAN & FRENCH
RUMMEL—KENTUCKY TAVERN—GRAND-
DAD OA years old)—OLD FORRESTER—
CANADIAN CLUB—SEAGRAM—OLD TAY-
LOR-1. W. HARPER AND VARIOVS OTHER
VIP
*WINES FOR FRUIT CAKES
SHERRY, TOKAY, MUSCATEL, BLACK-
BERRY, CLARET AND OTHER WINES
*CHAMPAGNE, GINS, RUM
IMPORTED BACARDI OR MANII.A RUM,
GORDoN'E, FLEISCHMAN'S LLOYDS,
SLOE. ORANGE AND OTHER GINS
('OOK'S DOMESTIC CHAMPAGNE
• BRANDIES
JOHN G. BARRY APPLE, PEACH & PEAR
IMAM/MS, EIIRMAN'S PEACH & APPLE
BRANDIES (2 years old), HENNESSY 3-STAR
COGNAC, LMPORTED PEACH AND APRI-
COT BRANDIES.


























• Beautiful tiilk rn II fool Rola P4 Mil he (III ideal
(all for "'um." Priced 1, nn s3 to $ilt
• Faultless or h'nro Pajamas In $6.00
•
DOZENS OF OTHER APPROPRIATE
GIFT SUGGI'tiTI(P\S Fon "mil."
LITRE CLOTHING COMPANY
"I:tillott's lbw's Sturi-




5 ;1)r Fulton. Ky.
December 26 -
Grace .Woore —"I'LL T.Ilit; ROMANCE"
Saturday, Dretmber 18
./OHNN 'ti
"A LAWMAN IS BORN"
COMEDY — SERIAL
Sunday - Monday, December 19 - 20
PINKY TOMILIN — TOM WING
"LOVE AND KISSES
EXTRA
Ali Baba" — Laughs and Flashes — cite
Tuesday - Wednesday, December 21-22
a
"RACING BLOOD"
FRANKIE DARRO — KAANE RICH ‘10‘1)
"That's tfy Vicar —"loath For Cinderella"
CLUB LEADERS
PLANNING SURVEY
The community leaders of the 4-1IsixaairfiNsisisists•wis,Ninsliaraals,sia,v4iaisiaairsasa.!.1-.;siiisisaarodits)s,aisiaailsoriale Clot. ,11 Fulton county met at the
Cayce high school Thursday after-
noon December 9th to discuss the
plans or the 1938 4-/I club pro-
gram The MeV( Mg W:14 in charge M
County Agent J 13 Winona, the
.0 1114114. Agent Catherine Thompson
'I and Assistant Agent S. V Foy
In a general discussion some
very valuable points were brought
M11. HD "how Our 4-11 Club Pro-
gram cold be made made Interest-
ing." and how we can make it
reach more farm boys and girls
Those attending the meeting were
Misl Anita Burnam, State Club
Leader. Lexington; II C Brow,
State Club Leader, Lexington, Miss
Elizabeth Williamson Club Leader
Lodgeston Club; Mrs Roy Bard,
Project Leader Palestine Club; Mrs
Homer Weatherspoon, Club Leader
Palestine Club; Miss Mary Magda-
; line 1)ouglas, Project Leader, of
, Club Leader Cayce Club; Miss Joan
Crutchfield Club; Alfred Lowe,
Collier, President Fulton Club;
Layn Sepence. president Palestine
Club; Eugene Waggoner, president
Crutchfield club; Raymond Harri-
son, president Cayce club; Miss
Lucy Garrigan Cayce club; County
Agent J. B Williams; Home Agent,
Mrs. Catherine Thompson and As-
.Astant County Agent S. V. Foy.
- —
BEEIERTON
The second annual turkey shoot
at the Inch school will la. held next
W,,blesda. Dee. 22 and promises
to he better than ever this year.
Tir,,,• are to he five shoots in all.
hi-hiding cite for the ladies, one for
se1)..4 students, and one free style
any position for anyone. Two tur-
keys and three mallard ducks will
be given winning marksmen.
The shoot will follow the Christ-
mas program to be given by the
grade teachers and students.
Beelerton boys team lost to Faxon
last Friday night by one point.
New basketball suits have arrived
and welcomed by the players.
-The Hoodooed Coon" a three-act






TWay and Saturday- %Suhriutruie
1)1,, with ikit °mien and G4,1,rge
Brent plus "Sh! The Octopus" with
Hugh Herbert and Allen Jenkins.
Sunday and Monday -''Eli ii Tale"
in Technicolor with Frances Farm-
, I and Hay Milhand.
Tuesday and Wednesday-"Wife,
Doctor arid Nurse" with Warner
Baxter and Loretta Young
Thursday and Friday -"Big Town
Girl" with Claire Trevor and Don-
ald Woods
Xmas Day-Rex Beach's "The
Barrier" plus "She Loved A Fire-
man" with Ann Sheridan
Malec; Orpheum Theatre
Today and Saturday-Spencer
Tracy and Sylvia Sidney in "Fury"
plus "Ambush Valley" with Bob
Custer Extra- -First Episode of
"Vilantes Are Coming"
Sunday. Monday and Tuesday-
"Big Broadcast of 1937" with Jack
Benny, Bob Burns and Martha
Roe. "Charlie Chan On Broad-
way" with Warner Oland.
Wednesday and Thursday-"Way
Out West" with Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy.
Friday and Xmas Day-Waikiki
Wedding" with Bing Crosby, Bob
Burns and Martha It-aye; plus the
"Pocatello Kid" with Ken Maynard.
I. C. NIIWS
•
W. H Purcell, Supervisor, at-
tended fourth quarter Safety meet-
ing for the Mississippi Division, hold
poi Merriphia mu Westrieralay of this
week
G J. Willingham, Trairimaster,
ham returned froni Reeveliville, 111.
• h,re he spent the first part of the
.1. Willingham, Trairanaste
Ward • was
fi • -dime VF/914; •iithis week
V. ViIIiuutuia, Trail-moister and
I' , !Inv iii ti'ii ,-ih
I. it
. I-. Thi. was
taw, Safety meeting for
II -,- 1)/VISkni 1111,f Mein-
:initial ;Ind WI II atturidud by
4 from broth divisions.
tioney, Division Engineer,
T A 1 ),'s I. S1401.7 visor lirldges
aed Itadilini. and Miss Kate Out-
- rut ii ., from Paducah at-
eaa•ting held 111 the




kind to the Ada. 'Irro
Blinks at* isnIfiorml,
good! Aml ooly LOS for
4 superb 11e4os.
BLADES
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Modern, white light from an
attractive Kerosene Lamp.
A Real Gift for the Home
2
AMerrily We Mix Our Colors with a
A
FIESTA POTTERY Give your table personality 2Awith these gay colors- a
I:Vil. BIM% Green, Ivory and Yellow.
tee lee eireseetrelir tirerlateWIPIPPIIC trettririllitestaltartirtee'c's sr Sweetie ear
• laspcct our unusual littk Gifts for that par-
ticular friend—they are gifts of utility.





ulton, h y, a
oic.r,k•eirtu-.wbc..• v•vcbcoma141414•PIPM














The Cayce Tigers lost to the
Ilickman Wildcats in a close P.':
fought contest last Friday night.
score being 25-23. Altho 1116,1: 4ik
led 11 to 9 at the half, Cayce knot-
ted the score 19 all as the third
y • quarter ended. But the
4,
held the lead as the game closed
FULTON HOSPITAL Ijr•
Mrs. Mat Thomas who is suffering *
a broken leg is slowly improving at-
Mrs Ed Cashon is improving at- *
i; ter a recent appendicitis operation
, at the hospital.
Mrs. Raymond Haleyn is doing ft
!! nicely after undergoing a major #:
operation Saturday morning. fop
' Misses Marie and Gertrude Wiley'4#
and Rubye Tibbs of Dukedom
were dismissed last week after
treatment for wounds received in *.ic
an automobile accident 111
Mrs Turner Creedle was dra-
iirisscd last week end 41/1
Eh Hodges was dismissed Tut-4
day.
Lonnie Raiford was deznimisi
from the local hospital monday
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown an- ft
nounee the birth ot a son, born aar
Friday at the livel htxspital hirn. at









Last minute lists are our meat: We.% e dozens
of suggestions for attractive, unusual gifts-- _
the kind of gifts that you'll be proud to give
- gifts that everyone is happy to receive. Best
Of all, there's no price penalty for late shop-
pers—every item is a real value!
Gifts for Her-s
•110SIERY •LINGERIL •NEGLIGEES •PAJAMAS•DRESSES •SWEATER.S •SCARFS •RAIN SETS• 1.31BRELLAS •HANDKERCHIEFS
•BAGS •GLOVES •SMOCKS
•SCORES OF OTHER GIFTS FOR "HER"








• LOUNGING P 4,1 1M AS
P. H. WEARS' SONS
Lake Street
Arg
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FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON 1(11NttICKY.... • -
Socials - Personals
cIRct1 Ito. irmtrz
MAO No 3 ef the First Baptist
Church hickl its &iSi meeting ol the
year Monday aftereoon at the home
of Mrs. C. r Jackson at I 10 Third -
at with eixteen members and seven
visitors present. The visitors were
Rev and Mrs. Woodtaiw Fuller and
daughter Ann Mrs. Earle Testa?.
Miss Murtha Gleason. MrP. Dan ilsr
ton and Misa Amelia Parish.
The meeting Was with
prayer led by Mrs. Taylor, general
president of the W M.U. A short
business session was conducted by
the chairman, Mrs. M. L. Rhodes,
after which Miss Margaret Rime
presented a very nitereeting Bible
study fiom the Book of Malachi. A
devotional was well prepared and
presented by Mrs. Carl Hastings.
At the conclusion of the program
the meeting was dismissed with
prayer by Rev. Fuller. Following the
Bible study a Christmas party was
enjoyed by all present. Gifts were
present each one present. During
the social hour the hostess assistud
by Mrs. M. I. Boulton and Mrs E.
H. Knighton. served a delightful
party plate.
JUNIOR WOMAN'S CLUB
The Junior Woman's Club of
Fulton met Friday afternoon at the
Woman's Club home on Walnut-st
with the following hostesses. Mes-
datum Uel Killebrew, Lawrence
Holland, Livingston Head and Miss
Cordelia Brame
A short business session was
held and presided over by the
chairman. Mrs. Arch Huddleston
Jr. The program on peace was con-
ducted by the program leader Mrs.
Maxwell McDade. The topic of dis-
cussion was "International Rela-
tions and World peace" Mrs. Mc
Dade was assisted by Mrs. R. H.
Binford. Mrs. Hendon Wright and
Mrs. Ernest Fall, "In Flanders
Fields" was read by Miss Kellena
Coe. "America The Beautiful" was








alietha Moore, Ilubye Boyd Aex
/linger. Eleanor Ruth Junes, Sill
and Gilbert Chenuie Wendell mod
iatit tentests were enjoyed Pete. Herod Binkley. and Paul Durkin,
were presented to Mrs. Jordan and who are attending the University
Mrs. A B Roberts. winners in the of Kentucky in LI' X 
mom' will it-
contests. 
rive in Fulton Sunday morning to
spend a three weeks Claudine% et•
Late in the afternoon the hostess
served a delectable salad plate.
Plans were niacin for christmes MRS. HAMLETT UNDER
n Dec 17 WENT OPP:RATION
tarty which will he On
Mrs Clifton Hamlett millet awe
it the home of Mrs. Clarence I tis- .1 major operation Friday at ill itigion and Paris Campbell Of
Mehra hiamtal iii Meniphmis e Yiaingstewn, Ohio, a ill arrive this
is reported doing nicely_ i ea end te spend the Chi admits
holulyari with their parents. Mr.
WIGGINS lit STS To CLUB WOODWARDS VISIT HERE ,e1.1 Mrs S11111 Campbell at their
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiggins Mr and Mt. It C W1'JMsafer. m Eldiiigim st.
were host and hosteler It, their and little mots Palm id Chicago. - -
bridge 'lull aliursday night at their Ill, have been visiting Mr. and Mrs siISS CAVENDISH ACCEVI'S
had Humbert in Fulton for the pest
kilt on Vbsw.
MR. ANI) MRS FRANK
IIImic on Maple-ay. The three ha
tiles of players were present which
%% loch included ten chili members
idid two visitors. Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest McCollum.
Several games of contract were
1.rijoyeri arid at the conclusern high
e.ore arming the ladies was held b
•re among the ladies was held by
alia Fehr Seguis and Monroe Lu-
ther held the high score maong the
gentlemen. Both were presented at-
tractive prizes. Mrs. Wiggins serv-




Mrs. Charles Murphy Jr delight-
fully entertained her bridge club
Thursday night at her home on
Carr-st. The Christmas motif was
cleverly catritei out in the tallies
and attractive decorations through-
out the home.
One guest, Mrs. Howard Ed-
cc was present among the
three tables of contract players. At
the conclusion of the games high
score prises were presented to
Mrs Howard Edwards who receiv-
ed a poinsettia pot plant and Mrs.
Lawrence Hnlland who received
beautiful Christmas candles. Mrs.
Holland held the high srore among
the club members.
program FURTH ANNOUNCEMENT
delicious re- Mr and Mrs. Allen M. Glham
annonce the birth of a 7m  pound
son born Tuesday night, December
SIXTEEN CLUB WITH :4 at their home in Memphis. Mr.
MRS. EVERETT JOLLEY Gilliam is operator of the Western
Mrs. Everett Jolley delighttully Auto Associate Store in Fulton.
entertained the Sixteen Club of
Fulton Thursday afternoon at her MRS. HAMBY RETURNS
Mrs. Roy Hamby left Friday
her home in Nashville. Tenn. if
ter spending a few weeks %kith
friends in Fulton and relatives in
Ds t ss! are Ti nr
- - - -
the
home on Jefferson -st.
Several members eri• present
with two visitors, Mrs Jesse Jor-
dan and Mrs. L. P. Carney. Dur-
















DECEMBER 22 - 23





Sunday - Monday -
Tuesday
DECEMBER 19 - 20 - 21














ERMA} and XMAS DAY, DE( 24 - 25
CONTLNUOUS FROM 1:00 P. M. XMAS DAY!
Here's That Lulu From Honolulu!
V






ration with friend. and parents
Tsum E:N•rs AR
!Hiatt: SOH HOLIDAYS
Miss Hell.. Batts, Mis. Iii
Miss Mary Homes MIPS
Ja111. ILIShart MaOriet' Al-
bin Riddle and Miss F e ranes Puy-
net, all students of Murray
Teachers College. W III arrive this
week end to spend the Christmas
Isilidaais with parents and friend.
in Fulton They will return to Mur-
ray to take up their duties Monday
January 3.
se, present et the eoncluetne MIsSI ROGERS itc.nolftrn
games hIgh score among the WITH SHOWER TUESDAY
1 4o.ifes was hold by Mrs Abe J..11ay Miss Joliette ' Rogers. bride. OVA' t
and Mr. George Hester held high of A. C Whop) win no'
1/14/11. tinning the gentlemen. Both marriage will be $011.11.111:1•11 ilut.
were presented attractive ',nisei in mg the 110/11(111)M, •10 4IS
C acitristmas pink ages I ell aridill-spit...el with a mei
Early iii the evening delightful cella:mous sliewer Timaday night
Pot luck Popper SCININI but- at the home ef Mrs Wynn 
Walker
let style. Joint hi.stu4ss4 wry Mrs Mignon
Illagg Hod Mrs Wiillace Shank he'
CAMPBELL BOYS TO Tin. hi IMP was 111.i.nl.“1441 lii
ARRIVE SATRDAY Christmas relies and carried I 411U
I*" .11 n I ',WI I. Win P is attending the bridal need A maritime bride
Univeirrity i.1 Kentucky in leet- greoni ea..i placed on the 1111111
The 1.1 111111 11100flf Wil/I also cleat
'ii '411 cc 1th all shrive o f writ -
dine bells.
Fifteen ft 0, the heneiss,
teen. pieseiii and eineVell 1411flle,-; If
rialtrad 111111 11;0;11;1111.1y 11111 IOC II"'
I'Verittig At the end id 11.1'
TEACIIING POSITION 
high silo' el tinder. 11 111101 
Mrs .110111111Y f.'0,0,1ti. /11111 Mrs
few days. There are rem. making Mims Alice Elizabeth l'averular, Ciailter 111.1d high SCIrri. for
other visit with friends and feta- a grathiate of Futter) Iligh School, the mime/ally. Item
tices in the reuth before returning has acielited pocitiiin as teacher Iiively prises. The considalltat 11r1/4'
ti their home. iif the first grade at the Clinton wog received by Mrs. Buren Ibigers.
Ky., school After the itartwq many lovely end
-.1.NRY VA. WHAYNE 
useful gills wore presented the
Tlit'St. present Witli the
T4 ARRIVE SUNDAY I.seeree WOW' MI'SllarrIell CI miter,
Ness Nlary N'irginia Whits 111.. a ceoke, K fI kitties paid Ines
.tudent or Stephens College in 1 iii. Hew:rill Strange Owen Win
Ciilumbia, Missouri will arrive this I taut, Buren Rogers, Raymund
cc l'ek-erld to spend the holidays Peeples, Gristly Varden. Grace a Ills 111'1 11;0411er, Mr.. Slaughter.
Treviir Whayne, at their home on Kathryn Masim. Bessie Lee Ilium- s pent last w eek raid in Fulton with
%%Ili her paretits. Mr. and Mrs. Griffin and II. W. Shupe, Misses Glailym Mama of Wickliffe. Ky.,
Third-st. field a..d Elisabeth Witty, her parents. Mr. and Mrs. K.
i Hernias at their home on Norman
1)YERSI3l/RG VISITORS MISS VALENTINE TO street.
Mr and Mrs. Elmo Onnent of ARRIVE SUNDAY
Dyersburg. Tenn. and Mrs. Is V. MISS Ann Valentine cc ho is
01.0410•001114.Q•11,,
LOCALS
CLUB TUESDAY NIGHT i Haley of Ethridge. Tenn spent ending Christian Ci.illege in Cel-
WITH DR AND MRS JONES , Saturday in Fulton visiting Mrs. umbia, Missouri e ill arrive In Fut
Dr. and Mrs J L. Jones were host Raymond Haley at tin' Fulton Hog' ton Sunday morning to spend the
and hostess to their bridge club Pita'. Christmas holidays with friends
Tuesday night at their home on - -------- and her parents. Mr. and Mrs W . The cast censists of five men and
Eddings Street. I THURSDAY IN TIPTONVILLE C. Valentine, on Pearl Street. six women if the Lime Oak corn-
The home was beautifully deer- Mrs. Foad H •nra, Mrs. Mose . Imunity.
:lied with Christmas lights and a Matra. and Mrs. John Noffell Mrs C. C. Parker is spending sev- ------ ek
beautifully decorated tree Games spent Thursday in Tiptinville. Tenn.leral days i. ati her brother. Jio. FOR sAl I.--Clrentatina beater;
of progressive contract were en- cc ti' Mr and Mrs Alex Homra Snew and M .. SflOW at their honic will heat three to five rooms. Looks
p.yed by three tables el (-ha ITCM- and family. in Corinth. Mrs, , like new stove. Phone 25, 31p1
R V Putnam Jr., ut Memphis
...pent the %seek end with his nie
Mei iii l"iilt ii
Mr min ale, .1 F Pi4ptmuhm, SUP
C•1 idyll 111111 J/1111PH W1'411111111 IV
turned in their lupine in Memphis
Sunday night after ;Mending the
bineial Hips, Edwards
li niiii Mis Lee Povvell of Pa-
ducah oatmeal 10 their horee Suit-
ins night alter spending Sunday
114.1 I. attending the 'meld of Rey
Sate at il,
Itillv if smith of Ful-
1 ehie .ilar hi with her
Pi dirl Weaver on Arch
'Ii It
1 k if Ashland IS
pat Ints Mr. and Mts.
.1 1. Fes at their biome near
alis Heeler und Mrs F.
II Riddle spent Monday in Hick-
171:111 1.11
F'. II Iteldle spent Tuesday in
Hickman I./1 !MAIM.
Me: Calies II of Loum-
Ile, Ry volt art vi ni.st week
Iii visit her parents, Mr rad Mi..
W SIIIIIIk II% id t11•11 I 'Pine on
p.
sticel
ale. Vials Piikard ..1 Lynnville.
Ks. visited this week in Fulton
att- ' LONE OAK NEWS
A play wit lbe staged at Lone
Oak Welnesday night, Dec. 22 en-
titled "Ginn' Medern" It is a dem
art comedy, and it nusually funny.
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Today - Saturday
2 FEATI•Rles
20,101 TIMIS OBER Tlf SEA!
SUBMARINE DI
PAT O'BRIEN • WAYNE MORRIS
GEOR6E ARENT
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Ray 1/ i /land
Oscar 11f,ntolka
Tuesday =TN IFT:ts.NDit:%sy Dec. 21-22
MIGHTY TWO UNIT SHOW!
WARNER BAXTER, LOREITA YOUNG,
VIRGINIA BRUCE in




20 OF THIS SEASON'S GAMES
I.AST n •//Thursday FRIDAY:
Romanie and Adventure in the Big (it
"BIG TOWN GIRL"
with
Trucor Donald U oods
CIIRIST.N.4S DAY - GIANT DOUBLE FEATURE!
.,AT THE RISK OF THEIR LIVES!us- cit-y
1Feil 
FOR THE THRILL OF YOURS!
Rex E. 'SHE LOVED A FIREMAN
1' Ø withII ANwith 
GALA XMAS NITE
11:30 FROLIC "25C'P. M.







Ann Sheridan - Dick Foran
4krtC'V'trCf-trif:Itr'r4 Ctrf Ia r
Mritigt.V•JVW1V6i0j1.271,vir.co.
•ca
Gala Neu. Year's Ere
11.1.T1). I.' I? 0 L I C DEC.














A TIEN!) THE FI'LTON-1.
Enjoy A Very .Verry ('hristmas?
MALCO-FULTON
-Kentucky', I inest Alit After Mr
CHARITY SHO
0110;41;) 401,- la; *MN
A
I.; V10 Y A GOOF) SHOW AND HELP -I GOOD
CAUSE! Show at new Fulton Theatre Satur-
day morning, December 18, at 10:30 O'clock.
ADMISSION-Some staple item of food-Bring
a Gift. Kelp glre needy families a Christman
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, t , t
HRISTMA
IN IF wILTON
Bigger and Better Than Ever This Year
• I • 1 I II •
At ,A.-* r4*
L Easy To Solve Gift Problems Here
luiT0h IS PREPARED TO WELCOME YOU WI fit B166ER t.NO BEITER VALUES THAN EVER.
SiOkb ARE PACKED WITH EASONAL ha) :10i.ID4Y MERCHANDISE AND FULTON
MERCHANTS HAVE JOINED HANDS IN A WI WIDE SALES CAMPAIGN THAT ASSURES YOU
OUTSTANDING VALUES. EVERY WEEK THESE FIRMS BRING YOU A SPECIAL MESSAGE AND
IT WILL PAY YOU TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE OPORTUNITY TO SHOP ECONOMICALLY
HD CONVENIENTLY IN FULTON—THE CITY WHERE THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT PREVAILS.
FOR IHE !MT TWO WEEKS THE PARADE OF SHOPPERS ATTENDING THE COMMUNITY-
'.VIDE SALES HEM SPCNSORED BY ruuom MERCHANTS HAS SHOWN STF.ADY GROWTH
BECAUSE Of DEFINITE VALUES BEING OFFERED • YOU, TOO, CAN PROFIT.
-4-1/4 4-/e. 4.-V; 1.
It Pays To Shop In
Do Your Shopping Early—Avoid The Rush
virrvirx irvineirc vwcittc ice -etc uvinne Drivitir s
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JOIN THE PARADE OF SHOPPERS!
IT is with the greatest of pleasure that we extend to you a cordial in-
vitation to visit Fulton at any time. But it is an additional privilege to
welcome you at this season of the year. There is no friendlier or happier
season than Christmastide. Old friendships are renewed and new ones are
made it is a time of jolly, good fellowship everywhere.
THE merchants of Fulton—in a city-wide drive—are bringing you
outstanding values that are certain to save you time and money in your
search for merchandise and service at economical cost. These merchants
have united in an effort to offer you attractive inducements that make it
worth your while to shop regularly in Fulton. The services they offer are
equal to any, being both friendly andhelpful. Gift problems are easily solv-
ed if you follow the suggestions featured by the stores of Fulton.
The business district is beautifully decorated and lighted in true
Yuletide spirit. A profusion of gifts for everyone. Special attractions!
Unusual services! It's fun to shop in such jovial and pleasant atmosphere.
YOUNG BUSINESS MEN'S CLUB-
^ v rt. V vocg*SillatIRNDatialtAsasokAusivacNiai












































Reliable Drug Serulce Since 1890 A 
Out fitters for Me a and Rolls
S
•
Fulton, Ky. AA 111 Lake Street Fulton, Ny.
A
A




















$3.00, $1.00. $5.00 HA TS
EVERY HAT IN THE ENTIRE STOCK
EXCEPT DOBBS—Your Choice
$1.8."
FRIDAY and SA T(' :DAY
DECEMBER 3 AND 4
These Dates Only
"11 Pays To Buy The Best-
THE ROSE SHOP








11155 ELIZABETH SHANKLE, Saleslady
Consistent Savings
IS THE ONL1 WAY TO ACCUMULATE
MONEY. TAKE OUT SHARES WITH US WHICH
PAYS GOOD RETURNS IN AN INSURED IN-
STITUTION.
FULTON BUILDING & LOAN
ASSOCIATION




















GIFTS SHOES ,s$ RAM
i
KM
1 • A :Mai]
ORAI
SHOF4,
High Top Felts, 1
Boots for New ti
Xmas Styles f°











V Edwards Food I, Og WHAT✓ Y
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COOK'S GOLDBLI'ME DISTRIBUTING CO.




Fulton All Decorated and Lighted
For the Holiday Season
In the downtown business district of Fulton beautiful an
d colorful 1 utelide decora-
tions and ran -colored lights hare been installed to provide 
the most interesting Chris/14am
array seen here in years. Erery effort is being made to make this 
(he biggest Christmas sea-
son in years. The streets are lined with long streamers of lig
hts and appropriate holiday
greenery has been arranged in appealing displays. The stores thel
lINI hare taken on ilk,
true seasonal colors and display, and "the Spirit of Christmas" pre
vails throughout the city.
An abundance of Gil t iii MN fill the NI Ilrf'S. Malting the tusk of malting the ('if I Prob-
lem an easy one. Erery store is filled with merchandise that is displayed to 
he I p rs.
These Gift suggestions provide a wide ranye iii sub and t he prices Ma
th tin (111WSI•











BEST BUYS of the week
COOKING RANGES
OIL .cTOVES





















































A Fountain Pen, Erersharp Pencils, Stationery, Co
mb PIA
A and Brush Sets, Razors, Pipes, Compacts, Powder,A
2 Creams, Perfumes, Diaries, Bibles, Electric Heating
i Pads, Mirrors, Gift Candies. Many other Gift Items.
rrow Shirts. Fautless Pajamas, LaSalle Bat
kohe s and Lounging Robes„S'u ank Juicelry. trrow
( mitts and Scarfs, Bradley Sweatt rs, Pioneer Belts,
Paris Suspenders, Stetson and Style Park Huts,
111file Park Suits and Overcoats, Nunn-Bush Shoes,
Blum House Shoes.












RED PITTED ( HE RRIES„Vo. 2 can, 2 lot 27c
LIMA BEANS, No. 2 can, 2 for 19c
HERSHEYS COCOA, I pound for 13c
S.INDIVICH SPREAD, In Bridge Tumbler, pt. 22c
BEECHN l'T BEANS, Oren Baked, 2 1-1b. cans 2k
ORANGES„ Vice Florida, full of juice doz. 121 2c
APPLES, Good, Firm Winesaps, doz. 121 2c
PECANS, large paper shell, lb. 17e
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HOLIDAY DECORATIONS AND CHRISTMAS
TREE LIGHTS
TOYS - DOLLS - GAMES


















bake Street f'ulton, K 110
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I MEN'S and BOYS' SWEATERS,
g Men's Heavy Blue Jackets,




















"Always A Refreshiny Drink-
IN DEMAND BY MILL1ONN






GRUEN and IIULOVA WRIST WATCHES
DIAMOND RINGS-INITIAL RINGS
BRACELETS-BEAUTIFUL SILVER SETS
DRESSER SETS-FITTED WEEK-END BAGS
MEN'S WATCH C'HAINS- BILL FOLDS
CIGARETTE CASES AND LIGHTERS
PEN AND PENCIL SETS
;tang Other Appropriate Gifts.
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- MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS,
mar All colors and sizes. regular 79e value
114 it .4, • LADIES' SPORT COATS,
All colors, sizes 14 to 20
IfiADIES' HATS,
7 All shades, reduced to
A LADIES' CREPE DRESSES,























qii.READY FOR THE HOLIDAY EVENTS!
Our beauticians can help you be more beautiful and
attractive, and the cost is so little in comparison to
the real satisfaction of knowing that you are "fit for
any occasion."
1yRMANENT WAVING and BEAUTY WORK
M.. ALL KIND
Gaunt's', f d of I mf action
Phone ;i9- For . I ppeolft/M1
ARCADE BARBER & BEAUTY SHOP
It..NTELF, Proprictor
hristmas Store






CHRISTMAS HEADQUARTERS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
'GRANT & COMPANY














• A small deposit will hold any article till Xmas.
4, Kids




































SPECIAL FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY
JUST BACK FROM THE M .1 RA VT-NEW
GOODS ARRIVING DA I I.)
LARGE DOUBLE COTTON BLANKETS 98'
8 OUNCE SANFORIZED MEN'S OVERALLS 98'
8 OUNCE SANFORIZED JUMPERS 98'
DO YOUR XMAS SHOPPING EARLY






$2.95 values, reduced to
close out price,















Church Street Fulton, Ky.
Men's {Flirted Cothing-Jackets, Shirts, Pants,
Union Suits at Popular Prices.
THE LEADER STORE
Fulton, Ky.
erlorresmenrOastitiremingsmst4T4014t4tte.tatiChztetVg•gatYVININVCrtC.C'C'tx•C're ..-VCAUVIDMIDIMIANCX tr. YteMt4 ctC44•1•44[4: 44CNVIVVIMICIEWIIVIPIPItICVIDIMUCNIKKIIMICKICat
V
54
A Dependable Source LADIES' coins
z
41, WHAT COULD BE NICER
A
THAN A BEAUTIFUL HOME!
) There is something about home that appeals to
• mankind. Nothing gives more pleasure than being
MAS ?, the possessor of your own home. And down through
Nip of
the years it has been our privilege to serve the good
people of this territory-- assisting them with theirA
g building plans.
A
We carry a complete line of BuildLg Materials.
umber, Roofing, Paints and Builders hardware.
We invite you to consult us about your building
problems. Estimates made without obligation.
At,
• PIERCE-CEOUIN LUMBER CO.
"On the Hill" Phone
,n, Kir 110
A
SOME BUSINESSES SPRING UP AND
2 FLOURISH OVER NIGHT AND GONE TOMOR-
ROW. BUT THAT HAS NOT BEEN OUR FATE
-WE ARE GLAD TO SAY.
I
WE APPRECIATE THE PRIVILEGE OF
SERVING THIS COMM/A/TY FOR THE PAST
30 YEARS AND HOPE YOU WILL CONTINUE
TO LOOK UPON US AS A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE FOR GOOD FLOUR AND FEED.
VY






16.00 SPORT COATS $11.85
10.95 , COATS $8.85iIflIflE (/
10.95 SPORT COATS $8.85







FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, IcFNTI 7CKY
BEGINNING NEXT WEEK
I Will rt'S (Mk' the operation of my shoe shop on
Fourth Street, which business has been operated
as the Potttr :Thee Shop. I have taken over
Mr. Potter's lease, and invite nly obi friends









33 PLYMOUTH Sedan $3?
'33 CHEVROLET Coach $345
‘Vany Other
Good l'Ited Cars
Al Low Cost! ..;;; CHM Master Coach
'33 CHEA'ROLET Master Coach
•SIT fil 1 ',10( 1(11,1 )0)1 1,•1





1. Oil .Sels 39e
MAZDA LAM:
sur








With Bulb and Cord 25.
Also hinold, festitooning
and tinsel.
BALDRIDGE 5c - 10c - 25c STORE
MAGINK. for the price den ordinary
I radio, you get Electric Tuning i Join
; ugh the button there's your station
easily! Perfectly!... Foreign Stauons,
Police, Aviation, Amateur calls-easier
than ever before. Greater power! In-
creased selectivity! Radio's most lifelike
tone! Como in NOW!
• 'lod. ot lacing
• Al mch•ot Conti ol,optional
• Some Ai. Magic Wok)*
• Magic Ream
• MAgot l.
• RCA Metal lithos
• Stt Aekht Dial








FREE HOM' '11 11lii IA y
BENNM ELECTRIC
Phone 201 Fulton. hy.
SGON--I'LL TAKE ROMAN( '1,:"
Strand Theatre
ON EA" • 10( TO ALL* n.'STREET KY.
T'ON
Saturday, Oecembt r list
THE THREE MESQI'17'EERS
"ROARi\li LEAD"
corn, riy fungi; lleitace Serial
Monriag, December 5 - 6
RI(' if .01WELL — 17ELEN
"THE WRONG ROAD"
ARTOO -- A EWS
Tut hday- Wednesday, Dec. 7 -
.1; 1310N NOVARRO
"THE SHEIK STEPS OUT"
with LOLA L 1AF
Also COMEDY
Thursday - Friday, December 9 - 10
"YOUTH ON PAROLE"
 with 






ELGIN WRIST WATCHES FOR LADIES, MISSES AND GENTS
DIAMOND RINGS FINE GOLD RINGS
('NINA, BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE, FINE
CRYSTALWARE—COM"ACTS. MANICURE
SETS, GENTS TRAVELING SETS.
•Gifts tor Everyone in 11w Family















Hoar nti • D.c it YORAM • 66666 •
ROM It T • • INA v •0111$0,4 • allele
/1141‘11111•111.••••••• sot mast t oar)













Plus E ( ' .1 1:7'()OA'
SUNDA). Lost Times Tl'Est) I) .'




Stuart L'rwin Clair( Trevor - Lyle Talbot
WEDNESDAY Last Times THURSDAY
LATEST ISSUE OF




























Your Western Ace in
"Stars Over Arizona"
•
'MY Dear Miss Aldrich'
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
EDNA MAY OLIVER
See the New Ford—Now On Display
 M111 




60 or 85 HORSEPOWER
FORD offers two new cars for 1938—the Standard Ford V-8 and the
DeLuxe Ford V-6. They are different in appearance—but both are built
to the same high standard of mechanical excellence—on the same 112-inch
wheelbase chassis.




Phone 12 Fulton, KN.
•
•
